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www.UCFnews.com Monda , November 3, 2003 
DOWNED· UCF football takes another road game loss, this time to West Virginia. -SEE SPORTS, All CHOCOCLUB 
Some students find ways for 
SGA to fund their cravings. 
-SEE LIFESTYLES, AB 
PATRICIA XAVIER 
Senior Staff Writer 
As a student assistant, 
Jessica Fraga knew that 
recent budget cuts had 
affected the UCF office she 
worked in. S:Q.e was familiar. 
with steps the office of 
Foreign Languages and 
Literature Department in the 
College of Arts and Science 
had taken to reduce spending. 
From cutting back on comput-
er ink, to building an Internet 
site to provide class syllabi and 
assignments, everyone in the 
department was taking steps to 
reduce spending. But what Fraga 
and others . never expected was 
that their jobs were in jeopardy. 
Last month Fraga received a 
call from a co-worker saying that 
because of budget cuts the depart-
ment would be reducing working 
hours for students working under 
Other Personnel Service, or OPS. 
She went to work expecting to -
receive the news from her boss. By 
the end of the day; Fraga and three 
other student workers in her office 
had lost their jobs. 
Fraga and her co-workers are not 
alone. 
Departments and programs within 
the College of Arts arid Sciences have 
seen a recent rise in job cuts for stu-
dents working in OPS positions. While 
many students are facing layoffs, those 
who manage to remain have seen a 
dramatic cut in their work hours. Jobs 
from the social sciences are being cut 
first because they don't bring in many 
research, stipend or grant money. The 
cash-strapped college was also forced 
to put into effect a hiring freeze, which 
has not happened .since the attacks of 
Sept. 11. 
There are only two areas of discre-
tionary funding for the CAS, said John 
McGuire, associate dean of the College 
of Arts and Sciences. Those include 
"expense dollars - dollars to run 
departments, to pay the phones, to pay 
for copying, to buy paper for tests, and 
OPS employees," he said. "Everyone 
. else is on contract - contracts that 
run for a year or semester, that sup-
port graduate students and adjunct 
faculty. Thus, we are trying to save dol-
lars through increased efficiency and · 
savings in expens,e areas, and by 
reducing hourly OPS employee costs." 
The Foreign Languages and 
Literature Department has cut OPS 
funding, operational expenses and 
frozen faculty travel in order to save 
money; · said Chairman Consuelo 
Stebbins. 'She also said the college has 
issued a hiring freeze at the depart-
mental level, the exception is the hir-
ing of chairman for the department, 
she said. 
Stebbins, whois 'also assistant dean 
of the college; said the cost-cutting 
, measures are a necessary step after 
the Florida Legislature did not fund 
growth this year .. She agrees that the 
places to cut the budget are lli:nited · 
and in order for the department to 
provide students with more classes in 
the /')pring, so,me areas will have to 
I' 
I 
face cuts, despite being needed servic-
' es. 
''When we're down to a minimum of 
what we can run a depar,tment with 
and then the other option is canceling 
classes, then what we want to do is 
"It's not fair. I think 
I worked hard, and 
we tiusted our 
butts, but we were 
never treated 
equally. They saw 
• us as younger, 
lower students, not 
as co-workers." 
- JESSICA FRAGA 
FORMER SJUDENT EMPLOYEE 
offer as many classes as we can," she 
said. 
Stebbins added that most students 
working in the department are work-
study students, so the number of stu-
dents who lost their jobs was minimal. 
. "There are very few areas that a 
department can cut money in, and OPS 
is one," she said. 
Fraga said what officials failed to. 
consider was how individuals would be 
affected. Fraga, who has no financial 
aid and pays her own bills, is con-, . 
cerned she will be unable to find anoth-
er job. She said finding a job that will 
work around her school schedule has 
been a difficult, stressful process. She 
has even pontemplated leaving school 
so she collld work to pay h!3r bills. 
"~t's affecting my studies, because 
I'm out there looking for a job 24/7," 
Frada said. "They could have cut our 
hours, or told us way ahead of time. 
They could have said, 'Hey we have 
this much money left in the budget so 
start looking for another job,' but 
instead they wait for· us to come in to · 
work and fil;<> us th t same day. They 
think of stu .ents as expendable, but 
we worked really hard." 
· OPS money also was cut from other 
departments including the English 
department .. which uses its funds to 
hire students for the Writing Center . 
The language lab in the Visual Arts 
Building also has seen a dramatic cut 
in OPS funds and student hours. Some 
computer tech support workers also 
have seen a reduction in hours. But 
unlike the Foreign Language and 
Literature Department, many depart-
ments warned students that changes 
in the budget would affect th~ir jobs. 
History major Joe Muley works in 
the dean's office in the College of Arts 
and Sciences. He said people in his 
department were told-a few weeks ago 
that their hours would be cut. He said 
the rotational work schedule for OPS 
workers in his department was cut 
froni 54 to 24 hours. ., · 
Although OPS students. at the 
dean's office were not fired, many have 
left because of bow many hours they 
lost. Muley had more than 10 hours cut 
from his work schedule. 
The graduate student said although 
he understands that the college has to 
PLEASE SEE JOB~ ON A2 
Writing Center another victim of cash woes· 
PATRICIA XAVIER 
Senior Staff Writer 
The Writing Center may 
sooi:i be shuttered due· to the 
struggles with funding that 
continue to reverberate 
across the UCF campus. . 
Educational opportuni-
ties are taking a hit after offi-
cials decided to cut funds 
from the Other Personnel 
Service budget. Money allo-
cated to the English depart-
ment to hire OPS students -
who work as center employ-
ees and student tutors -
has been cut, causing a rip-
ple effect that may force 
UCF atudents to look else-
whete for tutoring opportu-
nities. 
The Writing Center was 
aBked w trim $30,000 from 
its pl;f$ budget, affecting 
li€JWllfte center is staffed as 
h01Jll ,Of oper8.• 
te.'.tban 4,000 
There are a number of things students can do to help keep the Writing . 
Center open. Beth Vourig, the center's director, suggests: 
•Making appointments in advance when possible. 
•Use appointments at non-peak hours to fill every available slot. 
•Let staff know when appointments are unavailable. 
•Join the dub that the writing center consultants are forming. 
•Start a letter-writing campaign to state legislators, asking them 
not to reduce UCF's budget. 
hours being cut from the cen-
ter's· schedule, an estimated 
8,000 students this semester 
will be unable to receive 
writing consultations. The 
financial strain has been so 
severe that the center might 
have to shut down for the 
spring semester, said Beth 
Young, the Writing Center's 
director. 
"I'm going to see if there 
is a way to work it out so that 
the Writing Center doesn't 
have to clo8e for a semester," 
said Young. "Starting [this 
:inonth] we are not going to 
~ evening hours at all. 
We're also thinking about 
closing for the summer." 
With nearly half the oper-
ating budget being cut, the 
only way to guarantee the 
center continues to run is for 
university officials to restore 
the center's funding, Young 
said. · The center - which 
depends on OPS workers to 
act as writing consultants -
has employees who are vol-
untarily splitting work hours 
so co-workers will not be left 
unemployed. Young said 
some have gone as far as to 
volunteer to work without 
pay so·the center could con-
tinue to operate. . 
The writing center -
which serves everyone on 
campus from undergradu-
ates to graduate students 
writing their theses - has 
become a haven for students 
seeking to improve their 
educational performances. 
Freshman Katie 
Berenato said she is con-
cerned that with the possible 
loss of the Writing Center 
her education may be com-
promised. 
"They help you get better 
grades in your classes, espe-
cially people who have to 
write papers for their 
English classes," Berenato 
said. "They should cut back 
on something else like con-
struction or some of the fun 
activities they spend so 
much money on. The Writing 
Center is vital to students; 
PLEASE SEE CLUB ON A2 
\ 
Blood drives still 
reject gay donors 
Some bypass ban by 
saying they're straight. 
RANDY HARRIS 
Contributing Writer 
Last Wednesday; a sorority 
member passed out fliers and 
urged passers-by to donate blood 
in front of the Student Union. As 
part of the Central Florida· Blood 
Bank's partnership with UCF, a 
program. dubbed "Generation 
Donation," she persuaded 
bystanders to give by assuring 
them their blood would go toward 
helping sick patients on their 
deathbeds. Scanning the crowd, 
she turned her head quickly to 
implore a young man walking in 
her direction to help in this 
cause. · 
"I can't, I'm gay;" he mum-
bled, before ·smiling politely 
and shambling away: 
"Oh, right," the sorority 
member replied, somberly 
realizing why the man could 
not participate. 
Amid a nationwide blood 
shortage, blood bartke all across 
the country are stepping up their 
efforts to recruit eligible donors. 
One faction, however, has not 
been invited to do so. Since 1983, 
.. 
gay men, have been denied the 
chance to help alleviate 
America's blood crisis. 
The Central Florida Blood 
Bank, .like the majority of the 
nation's blood banks, report hav-
ing only a one-day supply of 
healthy blood· on hand, which 
falls dangerously short of the 
five-to-seven day supply hospi-
tals currentiy require to satisfy 
the needs of patients. Tens of 
thousands of trauma 'victims 
depend on life-saving transfu-
sions daily; but of the 60 percent 
of Americans who are eligible to 
donate, only 5 percent find the 
tjme. 
· Homosexual men have the 
potential to boost donation totals 
dramatically. Stµdies show the 
addition of gay men to the blood 
pool would increase the number 
of units in the U.S. blood supply 
from one to two units, out of the 
14 million donated each year. 
The rigorous process of labo-
ratory inspections a pint of blood 
goes through includes 14 tests, 11 
for infectious diseases, such as 
West Nile virus, hepatitis, and 
HIV/AIDS. These safeguards 
ensure that odds of a blood recip-
ient receiving HIV through trans-
PLEASE SEE DESPITE ON A7 
NASEEM SOWTI I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
During a recent campus blood drive, Maxwell Stewart joined more than 100 students who 
made donations at one of two bloodmobiles that were set up outside the Student Union. 
· identity theft speech 
provides wake-up call 
r 
Officer warns about 
mail, credit-card theft 
KIMBERLY CALHOUN 
Contributing Writer 
Thousands of students every 
year receive credit card bills with 
charges they never made, on 
cards they may have never seen. 
These students have been the 
victims of identity the.ft, a grow-
ing problem in America. 
Officer Jaines Roop, a crilne-
prevention practitioner for the 
UCF Police Department, said 




the fastest-growing crime in the 
United States. 
Roop said identity theft often 
happens in common places such 
as grocery stores and gas sta-
tions. Using a debit card at these 
loc,ations can make it easy for 
someone to get the personal 
identification number for your 
bank account, he said. The per-
son may even follow you out of 
the store and snatch your purse 
or wallet. 
UCF employees ·gasped and 
sat forward in their seats when 
Roop mentioned that criminals 
also steal checks out of mailbox-
es and use a technique called 
check washing, which erases 
PLEASE SEE ROOP ON A6 
Around Qunpus 
Don't be shy 
'lbe Counseling Center will 
present "The Secrets of 
Overooming Shyness" at noon 
today in Student Union Room 
221 AB. Students who feel 
uncomfortable in social situa-
tions, are embarrassed asking 
someone on a date or have gen-
eral social anxiety are invited to 
attend. Shy people can learn 
techniques to conquer social 
anxiety and develop better 
social skills. 
Presenters are Valeska 
Wilson and Kathy Milbrath. Fbr 
more information call 407-823-
2811. 
Hebrew Bible controversy 
"Bible and Archaeology: 
Unearthing the 'Truth'?" is the 
topic of a speech at 7:30 p.m 
today in the Communications 
Building auditorium that kicks . 
off this fall's UCF Judaic 
Studies Distinguished 
Lecturers Series. 
The speaker will be James F. 
Strange, professor of Religious 
Studies and the director of 
Graduate Studies at the 
University of South Florida. The 
lecture will deal with the contro-
versy regarding the validity of 
the Hebrew Bible as a historical 
document. and the tension 
between the Bible and archaeol-
ogy. 
The UCF Judaic Studies 
Program sponsors this lecture 
in cooperation with the Honors 
College, the Liberal and 
Interdisciplinary Studies 
Department and the Office of 
International Studies. 
Public administration career fair 
Public administration stu-
dents are invited to attend the 
Organization for Public 
Administration's Second 
Annual Career Fair from 10 
a.m. to 2 p.m. Tuesday in Health 
and Public Affairs I Building. · 
Agencies and organizations will 
have representatives available 
to talk with students regarding 
careers in public administration 
and related fields. 
Local, state and federal 
human resources and intern-
ship representatives and pro-
fessionals in fiscal/budget 
analysis, law enforcement, eco-
nomic development, transporta-
tion, national security are 
among the attendees. Students 
are advised to bring a polished 
resume and business attire. 
The fair is designed to give 
students an idea of what is hap-
pening in public i:tdministration 
careers and what employers · 
are looking for in present and 
future employees. For more 
information contact Kimberly 
Hughes, OPA president, at 
khughes37@hotmail.com. 
Fast-a-thon ends Islam week 
The Muslim Student 
Association raised $2,000 last 
Wednesday for the Ripple 
Effect, a foundation that helps 
feed and care f6r the homeless, 
during festivities that concluded 
Islam Awareness Week. 
The group had hoped to 
raise $1,000 from local business 
donations during its Fast-a-
thon, but made twice that 
amount after more than 110 
participants showed up for the 
event. When the Pegasus 
Ballroom of the Student Union 
filled, the group had to turn 
away participants. Students 
involved in the fast didn't eat · 
during the day, and were 
rewarded with a dinner at sun-
down. 
For each person who 
pledged to fast, local businesses 
and sponsors donated $1. 
Representatives from the 
Ripple Effect were present to 
accept the check and explain 
community voicemail. The pro-
gram offers voicemail boxes to 
homeless people so they can 
increase their chances of get-
ting a job by having a phone 
number at which they can be 
reached by potential employers. 
The money will fund the voice-
mail project for five months. 
A coordinated national Fast-
a-thon involving more than 100 
Muslim student groups will take 
place Nov. 13. 
Let us know 
The Future wants to hear 
from you! If you have a club, 
organization or event and want 
your information to be consid-
ered for the Around Campus 
column, send an e-mail to edl-
tor@UCFnews.com or send a 
fax to 407-447-4556. Deadlines 
ue 4S p.m. Monday tor the 
edition, and 6 p.m. 
!19 ~Mon~ edition. 
lance Logan and 
Vicky Santiago 
(above) dressed 
·in costume for 
the Halloween 
Swing Dance 
Friday at the 
Education 





open to all. · 
At a Tau Kappa 
Epsilon fraternity 











save money, the financial bur-
den is great for many students, 
including him. 
"Hours are getting cut so 
much that students cannot live 
off the little money they make, 
so they quit," Muley said. "I just 
got married two months ago, so 
it's definitely affecting me. The -
good thing is that my wife has a 
full-time job." 
While many departments 
within the College of Arts and 
Sciences have lost OPS work-
ers, McGuire said he had no 
current information about how 
many OPS positions have been 
or are being considered for 
elimination within departments 
in the college. 
''All student OPS in the 
dean's office who support the 
dean and all associate and 
assistant deans have had their 
hours reduced," McGuire said. 
"We expect to have some natu-
ral attrition due to graduation 
in December, and we do not 
plan to fill those vacated spots 
in order to save additional dol-
lars here." 
BRETT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Said Fraga: "It's scary to see 
my bank account going lower 
and lower each time I pay my 
bills. It's not fair, I think I 
worked hard, and we busted 
our butts, but we were never 
treated equally. They saw us as 
younger, lower students, not as 
co-workers." 
Club may help raise money for Writing Center 
I 
FROM A 1 
they've helped 1me strengthen 
my skills." 1 
Cost-cutting measures have 
been implemented at the center 
until funding conditions 
improve. Handouts used to help 
students are no longer available 
in order to save on paper and 
ink. Students are no longer 
allowed to print out drafts of 
papers they are working on, Md 
every level of office supplies is 
being reused. 
"To save money, we use 
paper that's been printed on one 
side," Young said. "In fact, some-
times we may be going by a com-
puter' lab on campus and there's 
paper in the recycling bin and 
we just pull it out. I save every-
thing that I do so I can reuse it." 
Students working at the cen~ 
ter have taken steps to try to 
keep the center running. Some 
have organized to form a new 
student club. The club, which 
has yet to be named, hopes that 
by forming a campus organiza-
tion it will be able to receive 
funds from the Student 
Government Association. 
Members plan on usiiig some of 
the funds to provide the center 
with donations. 
Kat Setzer, a writing consult-
. 
ant at the center, is helping 
develop the organization. At 
their first meeting last week, · 
club members discussed every-
thing from~ the organization's 
focus to the constitution. 
"I know we can't use ~ding 
that we may receive to help pay 
for workers, or people's pay," 
Setzer said. ''What we can do is 
help the symptoms by donating 
basic amenities. We can donate 
pens, paper, office supplies; we 
can make handouts for students 
to use, and just give the Writing 
Center the basic everyday 
things it has lost because of 
budget cuts." · 
YoUng said "that despite hav-
ing to be so conservative, her 
biggest concern is how the loss 
of working hours and employees 
will affect the quality of educa-
tion at UCF. She added that by 
cutting back hours, some of the 
most qualified employees would 
be unable to work due to sched-
ule conflicts. 
"We help everyone from 
freshmen to doctoral students," 
Young said. ''.Any time we have 
people not worki:b.g here, that's 
students we can't help. Every 
hour that we don't have working 
here, that's two students we 
don't see, so this will definitely 
affect the school educationally." 
AMBER PLANK I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Chiara Ojeda (foreground) is nearing graduation with a master's degree while working at the 
Writing Center alongside Kat Setzer. They are among 38 students employed at the center. 
Homecoming ~g has litany of Greek accomplishments 
BRITT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Members of Key's Phi Delta Theta fraternity nominated him to the Homecoming court, where 
he joined 17 other candidates. The field was eventually narrowed to five finalists. 
RACHEL BECK 
Contributing Writer 
Justin Key achieved one of his 
greatest accomplishments to 
date during the football halftime 
show . Oct. 25 when he was 
crowned UCF's Homecoming 
king. 
"I was really surprif?ed and 
excited to have won," said Key. 
"There were a lot of really quali-
fied guys on the comi." 
Key described the role as an 
honorary position that rewards 
his community and campus 
involvement. His selection fol-
lowed a student vote that also 
picked Katie Noland as 
Homecoming queen. 
Before being selected for the 
Homecoming court, Key and the. 
other nominees were inter-
viewed by a panel of judges who 
reviewed their involvement and 
asked them questions about top-
ics such as school spirit and the 
UCF creed. The 10 finalists -
five men and five women - werl:) 
picked from among 18 men and 
25 women nominated by campus 
organizations. Key was nominat-
ed by his fraternity, Phi Delta 
Theta. 
Members of the Homecoming 
court attended each major event 
during Homecoming Week, and 
were introduced during Spirit 
Splash and Skit Knight. They 
also rode in the parade. Key also 
met the family of former UCF 
football star Dante Culpepper, as 
well as Miss America Ericka 
Dunlap, a UCF student. 
Throughout his college 
career, Key has been involved in 
ca:n:ipus activities and communi-. 
ty projects. He organized the 
Trick-or.!J'reat on Greek Street, 
an annual event that invites chil-
dren to visit fraternity and soror-
ity houses for candy on 
Halloween. He was also the 
chairman and director of 
fundraising for a Dance 
Marathon benefiting the 
PLEASE SEE KING'S ON A6 
-EMSOWTI 
Senior Staff\Yriter 
I ~of vertebrates pushed 
back 30 millon years 
Last ~esday, paleon-
tologists at South Australia 
Museum announced that 
they have found the fossil of 
the oldest vertebrate. The 
26-inch long fossil has a fish-
like structure and is 
believed to be 560 million 
years old - 30 million years 
' older than the previous 
record. The fossil was 
found by a farmer in sand-
stone in the Flinders 
Ranges in South Australia, 
which is known for its abun-
dance of fossils. This newly 
found fossil may provide 
some answers to the Holy 
Grail of paleontology: Where 
did humans come from? 
Bigfoot is real, or is it? 
Sasquatch stories and 
tales of mythical giant ape-
men have been around for 
centuries. However, Bigfoot 
advocates believe that this 
giant does exist. They have 
hypothesized that there are 
at least 2,000 ape-men walk-
ing upright in North 
America's woods today; 
Forensic scientists at 
Conroe Police Department 
of Tuxas have analyzed 
more than 150 casts of 
Bigfoot prints, and pointing 
to the ridge patterns, they 
are convinced that Bigfoot is 
real. There is also a 400-
pound block of plaster 
known as the Skookum Cast 
that was made in September 
2000 from an impression of 
a large animal with recog-
nizable forearm, thigh, but-
tocks, and Achilles tendon 
and heel. However, skeptics 
wonder why Bigfoot h-as 
never been captured, dead 
or alive. No bones have ever 
been found, either. After a 
Bigfoot tracker died, his 
children announced that 
their dad created the mod-
ern myth of Bigfoot by using 
a pair of carved wooden feet 
to create a track of giant 
footprints. So, the question 
remains, as it has for cen-
turies: is Bigfoot real? 
Need to make a call? Buy a 
disposable cell phone 1 
The Florida-based com-
pany New Hor izons 
Tuchnologies International 
recently unveiled the 
Cyclone Recyclable Cell 
Phone. It has no. antenna~>, 
no display, and uses three 
AA alkaline batteries. Best 
of all, it requires no service 
agreement. Calls can be 
paid for with prepaid calling 
ca,rds, credit cards, or col-
lect calls. New Horizon has 
also released the 911 + 
Emergency Cell Phone, 
which is marketed for emer-
gency use only. Both phones 
have large nationwide cov-
erage and reach nearly 260 
million people. Although the 
Cyclone Phone is not yet 
available, the 911 + Phones 
are in the market and cost 
roughly $40.00. 
Stem cell clinical trials in 
humans near reality 
On Oct. 27, pioneers of 
stem cell research said that 
they expect clinical trials of 
stem cells in humans within 
five years. Stem cells are 
basic cells of early develop-
ment that can grow into any 
body part. Scientists believe 
that further studies of stem 
cells can hold the key to 
treatment for a variety of 
diseases such. as 
Parkinson's and 
Alzheimer's. However, polit-
ical opposition has delayed 
efforts to study these cells. 
The controversy stems from 
. the fact that the stem cells 
are obtained from discarded 
human embryos from fertili-
ty clinics. Opponents decry 
killing embryos to obtain 
. cells which might help some-
one's life, and President 
Bush has restricted federal 
funding for this type of 
research. Actor 
Christopher Reeve, who was 
immobilized by a spinal cord 
injury, is among the most 
.vocal lobbyists for more fed-
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.lCF Fl RST YEAR ADVISING AND EXPLORf\ TION 
l{f)ll S'l'IJ))EN'l'S @-the Student Union Pegasus 0 & R 
is Offering Freshmen 
$15.00 
J?f)ll I? AC~1Jl .. 'l'Y/S'l'1\l?J? Mon 11/3103 10am to 4pm 
Tues 11/4/03 10am to 4pm 
Wed 11 /5/03 1 Oa~ to 4pm . ) ·Ways to Meet An 
Ac · emic Advisor This Week!! 
··························-··········,···········~·-······································· ······················· · ··· ,. · . 
"Drive-thru'' Advising, llam - lpm Monday 
Nov. 3 on the· second floor of the Student Union 
'j))"Drive-thru" Advising, 1 lam ,..., 1 pm Tuesday 
HJ Nov. 4 · on the second floor of the Student Union 
3 Mlg& Advising, lOam ~ l pm, Thursday 
Nov. 6 in room 218 of the Student Union~. _,.....d~~ 
Race on in to talk with an academic advisor 
about schedule planning for the spring, etc.! 
. ' 
/ 
Thu 11 /6/03 1 Oam to 4pm 
Fri 11n /03 1 oarn to 4pm 
Mon 11/10/03 10am to 4pm 
Wed 11/12/03 10am to 4pm 
Thu 11 /13/03 1 Oam to 4pm 
Fri 11 /14/0? 1 Oam to 4pm 
Mon 11/17/03 · '10am to 4pm -. 
Tues 11/1 8/03 1 Oam to 4pm 
Wed 11/19/03 10am to 4pm 
*Thu 11/20/03 10am to 4prn 
*Fri 11/21/03 10am to 4pm 
* Mon 11/24/03 10am to 4pm 
* ' Tues 11/25/03 1 Oam to 4pm 
*or until vnrtim? s.uppl!J is depleteif 
Qualifying you to specialize in . Podiat ric Medicine 
You're considering a career in medicine 
but want to do something a little different. 
Consider the exciting field of podiatric 
medicine. Whether managing your own 
practice or working in a hospital or clinic, 
as a podiatric physician you will be able to 
diagnose, treat, and prevent diseases, 
BAl{I{y 
UNIVERSlTY 
disorders, and injuries to the foot and ankle. 
Barry University is one of only two podiatry 
. programs nationWi_de affiliated with a 
com prehensive university. So, you benefit 
from extensive research facilities , our . 
unique hospital and medical center 
affiliations, and excellent opportunities 
SCHOOL OF GRADUATE MEDICAL SCIENCES 
11 300 NE Second Avenue 
Miami Shores, FL 33161 -6695 
305-899-3130, or 800-756-6000, ext. 3130 
mweiner@mail.barry.edu 
www.barry.edu/podiatric 
Unlimited calling on Friday, Saturd~y and Sunday 
600 WHENEVER minutes® 
No long distance or roaming charges 
$39._99 a month 
1-year agreement • 
GET MORE• MINUTES MORE FEATURES. MORE SERVICE. 
for residency programs and externships 
from coast-to-coast. Visit us online at 
. www.barry.edu/podiatric to ear m6r~ bout 
how we can help you succeed itf a e~er in 





(On Campus next to the 
Bookstore) 
. Mon-Fri 9am - 6pm 
407-497-0673 
Oviedo Marketplace 
(In front of Barnes and 
Noble Bookstore) 
. Mon-Sat 1 Oam - 9pm 
Sun. Noon - 6pm 
407-971-0771 
Train robberies have been chug-
ging along since Jesse James 
FOR!' WORIH, Texas - Like 
modern-day Butch Cassidys, they 
crouch in the dust and weeds 
awaiting the screech of a slow 
moving train. 
Instead of dynamite, they 
carry tool bags. Instead of gold, 
they seek DVD players, comput-
ers and auto parts. And instead of 
desolate stretches of prairie, 
these railroad bandits wait 
behind the lounges and used-<fil 
lots of East Lancaster Avenue 
near downtown Fort Worth, 
Texas. 
These days, such crooks oper-
ate in low-income neighborhoods 
in Fbrt Worth and Dallas, jumping 
aboard trains that travel slowly 
through urban areas. Union 
Pacific Railroad has identified the 
stretch of rail just south of 
Lancaster Avenue and east of 
Beach Street as a popular plare 
for train jumpers. Poor neighbor-
hoods in Dallas are even more 
active. 
"Most people don't realize 
these trains contain everything 
you could possibly use in a home 
or business: 'IVs, refrigerators, 
tires," said Capt. Jim Beach of the 
Union Pacific Railroad Police. 
"They take anything they can 
easily sell on the street." 
The problem extends beyond 
Te;xas. The Association for 
American Railroads in 
Washington, D.O., estimates that 
railroads, which carry 40 percent 
of the nation's goods, lose $9 mil-
lion to $14 million a year to train 
burglaries. 
Whereas the original train 
robbers derailed . cars, blocked 
Nation and World~~~~~~ 
the tracks or even leaped from dreds of millions of deaths. 
galloping horses, today's version The odds of such an event · 
relies on stealthier tactics, . said occurring within the next year 
Tum White, spokesman for the . are about 1 in 600,000, according 
railroad association. to a recent MIT study - yet 
Trains can be more than a that's far more likely your next 
mile long, making it virtually airline flight crashing or your 
impossible for the engineers to next lottery ticket hitting a multi-
see someone jumping on, he said. state lottery. 
Safety sometimes demands that These aren't the only rocky 
trains slow to 5 to 10 mph in · horrors. There may be a half-mil-
urban areas. lion or more smaller, harder-to-
Railroad police have the • detect NEOs capable of devastat-
authority to seek search war- ing a city or region. 
rants and interview suspects and, . Scientists say the time has 
because they are federally com- come to get serious about defend-
missioned, cross jurisdictions. ing the planet. 
They often find themselves inves- Blasting an asteroid with 
tigating the same people repeat- , nuclear missiles could prove inef-
edly, Beach said. fective, even disastrous. Many 
Time to think about defending 
Earth from asteroids, scientists say . 
An asteroid or comet tops the 
list of suspects for the ·sudden 
extinction of half of all species 
about 200 million years ago, and 
another may have exterminated 
the dinosaurs 65 million years 
ago. 
The ''.Armageddon" strategy of 
defending the Earth - sending 
up Bruce Willis with a nuke - is 
likely to fail or even backfire, sci-
entists say. 
Congress has mandated that 
NASA fui.d 90 percent of one-kilo-
meter Near-Earth Objects by 
2008. So far, 672 have been detect-
ed, and none is a sure threat for 
roughly the rest of the century. 
An asteroid that size doesn't 
sound so big, but when hitting 
Earth at 25,000 to 50,000 miles 
per hour, the heat, smoke and 
debris could alter the climate and 
destroy crops, resulting in lilllf 
asteroids are aggiomerations of 
rubble and could absorb the 
blast, computer simulations sug-
gest. Besides, warns Clark 
Chapman of the Southwest 
Research Institute in Boulder, 
Colo., ''you'd break up the body 
uncontrollably, with potentially 
disastrous results" - like multi-
ple fragments · pounding the 
Earth.· · 
Deflection - changing an 
asteroid's path - is the best bet, 
especially if the impact is years 
away. Ideas include: Use a giant 
airbag (chemically inflated . in 
spare) pushed by a rocket; posi-
tion a giant magnifying giass or 
curved mirror to focus sunlight 
and scorch rock into blasts of gas; 
land a digging machine that cre-
ates thrust by ejecting material 
into spare; or merely change the 
opject's color - paint it or cover 
it with dirt - to alter how it 
ab~rbs and reflects the sun's 
heat. 
TOM PENNINGTON/FORT WORTH STAR-TELEGRAM 
Fort Worth police are dealing with a series of train robberies east of downtown Fort Worth, Texas. Police claim that criminals have been 
breaking into train cars and stealing merchandise, including televisions and DVD players. Homeless people a~ the most common suspects. 
Week in Health 
NASEEM SOWTI 
Senior Staff Writer 
Frui~s mig~t help protect 
against skm cancer 
With the rising incidence of 
Acne sufferers' new option: skin cancer in the United 
laser treatment State, scieµtists are in search 
Dermatologists at of therapeutic methods that 
If you: 
Student Government Association 
& 
American Coach Line Offers 
a 9lkk ·Jfunre ~ t1re Jfufidmµ! 
• 
SGA is partnering with American Coach Lines to publicize this great 
offer to all UCF students_ They will be offering the following routes 
to take students fionu fo4 tire liofidmjs. 
Leaving Campus at 12:00pm Wednesday before Thanksgiving and dropping off at: 
Exit 142 Florida Turnpike Port St Lucie at Port St. Lucie Boulevard 
· Exit 116 Florl<fa ,Turnpike Jupiter/Inclian Town Road 
Exit 99 Florida Turnpike West Palm Beach/Okeechobee; Boulevard 
Exit 58 Florida Turnpike Fort Lauderdale/Sunrise Boulevard 
Exit 20 Florida Turnpike Miami/North Kendall Drive.(S.W. 88th Street) 
'~ 






Exit ZO FloridJi Tum:gjke 
Exit 5 8 Florida TUtnijlke 
, Exit'99 Florida Turnpike 
Exit 116 Florida Turnpike 
, Exit 142 Elorida Turnpike 
Miami/W9rth.Kendall Drive (S:.w~ss~ Street) 
Fon Lauderdale/Sunrise Boule'9ard ' 
We"st Palm B<5acb/Oke.eehobee.Bou1evard 
Jupiter/lndian'Town Road'-
Port St Lucie at Port St. Lucie Boulevard 
Cost is $70.00 round trip per person, reservations must be made by 
calling American Coach Lines at 407-826-9999 and must be paid in 
advance by Visa, Mastercard, American Express or money order. 
~ 
@S:WC9 
""' Funded by the Activity and Service Fee through the Student Government Association 
) 
ORLANDO CL(N FOR ASTHMA 
& RESPIRATO~. 
Do You have Asthma? 
Hammersmith Hospital in people can incorporate into 
London announced last week everyday life and become bet-
that pulsed-dye laser therapy ter protected against 
is an effective method of acne melanomas, the most deadly 
treatment. Pulsed-dye laser type of skin cancer. A team of 
therapy targets the red blood researchers at the Uniyersity 
cells and is given in very short of Wisconsin has shown that 
spurts lasting about 0.3 mil- pomegranate extract helps 
liseconds. One treatment, prevent a chemical called TPA 
which lasts only 10 minutes, is from damaging the skin of 
effective for a three-month · newborn mice. They attribute 
period, and no medications are this effect to the antioxidative 
required. Another benefit to chemicals in pomegranate, 
this treatment is that it treats which counteract the damage 
the active acne and the scar done to cells by chemicals, 
potential at the same time. · radiation and sunlight. A sec-
Laser therapy is a treatment, ond team has also shown that 
but not a cure for acne. More the chemical resveratrol from 
studies rteed to be done before grapes reduces the amount of 
this treatment method can 'be the damaging chemical pro-
used by dermatologists. duced from UV radiation in • ·Are 12 or older 
Undetectable designer steroid 
rocks the sports world 
A new designer steroid is 
synthesized so craftily that it 
has gone undetected by the 
standard tests given to ath-
letes. An unidentified track 
coach tipped off the U.S. Anti-
Doping Agency by sending in a 
syringe of the chemical. 
Scientists believe that the 
chemical tet:rahydrogestri-
none, or THG, is a new chemi-
cal entity that disintegrates · 
during· the standard testing 
process. However, THG has 
been around long enough for 
athletes such as Barry Bonds, 
Jason Giambi, and Shane 
Mosley to be subpoenaed to 
testify before a grand jury 
investigating the · nutritional 
supplement company at the 
center of the unfolding case. 
USA Track and Field has also 
disclosed that four of its ath-
letes have tested positive for 
THG, and they could be barred 
from the 2004 Olympics. 
Scientists categorize this 
chemical as an anabolic 
steroid, which is a synthetic 
version of the male hormone 
testosterone. These drugs 
have dangerous side effects, 
such as liver damage, heart 
~ disease, anxiety and rage. 
mice. There are more studies 
on the way, but until the final 
word comes out, make an· 
effort to add fruits to your 
everyday diet. 
For9ive and forget ... 
you II be healthier 
New research conducted by 
scientists at the University of 
Knoxville suggests that people 
with forgiving natures may 
have lower b~ood pressure 
than unforgiving folks. The 
study included 108 college stu-
dents who were interviewed 
about spe~ific situations in 
which they had felt betrayed by 
someone else, and whether or 
not they had a generally forgiv-
ing nature. During and after 
the interviews, researchers 
monitored several vital signs 
such as blood pressure and 
heart rate. They found that 
students with a forgiving 
nature had lower blood pres-
sure than the unforgiving stu-
dents. The less forgiving peo-
ple tended to have larger 
stress responses and maintain 
them for longer periods of 
time. These people are at 
increased risk of variety of 
chronic diseases, such as can-
cer and hearth disease. So, 
forgive, move on, be healthier 
and 'f e longer. 
• Have a history of asthma for at least 3 mont hs 
are treated with medication 
• Do not smoke 
You may qualify for a 42-week clinical research study. 
Study participants receive at no cost: 
• Study related medic.al care and testing 
• Study Medication 
Qualifying participants will be reimbursed for time and 
travel. 
Contact: 
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Chocolate Making· 
Massage Therapists 
Marv Hav Consultants 
candle creations 







Win lose or Draw 
Board Game Room 
Punchline Jeopardv 
Photo Bookmarkers 
Brown Skin NaUves Band . 
HIP-HOP Elements Tilrow ·Down 
I 
SC.HEDULE OF EVENTS 







l PEER EDUCATIQN i 
L..- ~--·-~ .. ~- ·-------' 
fOR MOKf INfO CAl.1 OSI 
At 407.81'.&471 OR nor 
8Y RM. 208 IN 1llf Sii 
• Apprvpriate attm> must be worn. 
12-1 pm Knights of the Round Table Meeting for clubs and 
orga'nizations. Student Uniori 218AB 
Wednesday November 5 ' 
11 am-2pm Volunteer UCF Green Ribbon Day for Organ and Tissue 
Donation Awareness, Student Union South Patio 
7pm EKCEL Workshop, "I-AM-NUMBER-ONE" Talents, Personality Traits, 
Self Knowledge. Cape Florida 316AB 
8 pm Diva Invasion in the Pegasus Ballroom 
Friday November 7 
9pm-2dm Late Knights, "Pajama Jam Wake Up to Late Knights," 
Student Union 
Saturday November 8 
10am-4pm EKCEL North Star Summit Leadership Conference, . 
Cape Florida Ballroom 
11 :30am Volunteer UCF needs volunteers for th~ MS Wolk. 
Meet in front· of Millican Hall. 
8pm Mr. UCF Scholarship Competition, Pegasus Ballroom 
Tuesday November 11 
Veteren's Day NO CLASSES 
Wednesday November 12 
7pm EKCEL Workshop "We Need a Resolution" Conflict and Stress 
Management, Cape Florida 316AB 
8pm CAB Cinema Presents "Van Wilder," Wackadoo's 
7-9pm Volunteer UCF Hunger Banquet, Pegasus Ballroom 
Two canned food goods required for entrance. 
Thursday November 13 
12pm Volunteer UCF Beach Clean-up, Meet in front of Millican Hall 
Saturday November 15 . 
9:30am-2pm Volunteer UCF Stenstrom Elementary Annual Carnival, 
Carpool Meets in front of Millican Hall 
For more information on any of these events contact the Office of 




Every 2.9 seconds worldwide, a; child 
dies .from hunger and malnu~rition 
Wednesday, November 12, 2003 
7:00 -- 9:00 pm, Pegasus Ballroom 
Two canned goods 
required for 








Talents, Personality Traits, Self Knowledge Workshop 
Wednesday, ~ov. St~ at 7pm 
in Cape Florida Ballroom 316AB, SU 
Do you feel satisfied when you look at your daily achievements? 
Do you need the oppo~tunity for synergy? 
Come learn how to be number one. Cape Florida Ballroom, SU 
"We N~ed a Resolution" 
Conflict and Stress Management Workshop 
Wednesday, Nov. 12th at 7pm 
in Cape Florida Ballroom 316AB, SU 
Can you manage the stress in your life? 
Can you resolve a conflict efficiently when one approaches you? 
Learn how to come to a resolution efficiently. 
Roop: Use shredder to stop ID theft 
BRETT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
At UCF's Homecoming football game 
halftime show, Key was crowned king. 




Children's Miracle Network He 
is on the Robotics Team and a 
member of UCF College 
Repu~licans. 
FROM Al receipt. 
Roop stressed that people 
both the name of the person should keep their social securi-
meant to receive the check and ty numbers safe. "Don't carry 
the amount. Criminals then your Social Security card on 
write their own names and you," he said. "If a business rep-
amounts on the checks, he resentative asks for yOFr Social 
added. Security number, you should 
According to Roop, · law ask four questions: Why do you 
enforcement agencies experi- need my Social Security num-
enc~ difficulties with identity ber? How will it be used? What 
theft cases because there is not law requires. that I giVe it to 
enough manpower to conduct you? What happens if I don't 
investigations. He said banks or · give it to you? · 
credit card companies do not Other prevention methods 
provide enough information to Roop recommended: . 
police officers. Some officers •Ordering a copy of your 
lack the training to handle credit card report annually 
these cases, he added, and it is •Placing passwords on cred-
difficult to determine where a it card, bank and phone 
victim's identity was compro- accounts 
mised. •Purchasing firewall soft-
"lt's pertll;lent that you pro- ware for your computer 
tect your identity so that you '· . •Closing unused credit 
· are not a victim," RQop said. .accounts 
Speech attendees nodded as he •Doing business via phone 
added, "Prevention is ·key. A or Internet only with reputable 
shredder is the No. 1 tool companies 
against identity crime .. The •Keeping personal informa-
cross-cut shredder is the best tion in a lock box or safe · 
type to buy." He said this "Most victiuls . don't realize 
shredder cuts paper .into con- their identity was stolen until 
fetti making it impossible for it's too late," Roop said. "It 
theft, Roop said that you 
should: 
•Cancel affected credit 
cards 
•Call the local law enforce-
ment agency 
•Call au three major credit 
reporting bureaus (Equifax, 
Exi)erian and TransUnion) 
•Close affected checking 
accounts · 
•Notify the local Social 
Security office , 
•Be diligent until your name 
is cleared 
It is vital to write down your 
credit card numbers and phone 
numbers to credit card compa-
nies so 'you can take immediate 
action if you become a victim, 
·he added. 
A good tip to remember is 
SCAM, Roop said: 
S - Be "Stingy" witP. your 
personal information · 
C - "Check" your financial 
information regularly 
A - ''.Ask" pedodically for 
your credit report 
M - "Maintain" careful 
financial records 
After the presentation, Roop 
said that he wants to make peo-
ple aware of identity theft 
because he took a course given 
by the state attorney's office _ 
and did not learn anything. He 
said the course told stories 
about identity theft but did not 
give helpful information. 
"Identity theft is a local, nation-Key also has leadership 
positions unde.r his belt. He was 
president .of Phi Delta Theta, 
led the .Interf.raternity Council 
Community Service committee, 
and served as overall director 
of Greek Week and Greek 
Awards. 
, anyone to piece it backtogether takes an average of 12 months 
to read information. You should for some to realize they are vic-
also shred credit card offers tims. Twenty-six percent 
and bank statements after you receive alerts from credit card 
have balanced your account, he companies or banks. Nine per-
added. cent are victims of a theft such 
, He also said that whole cred- as a purse snatching, Eight per-
it card numbers should not be cent are rejected when they 
printed ori receipts at restau- apply for credit. Five percent 
rants. A law, effective July 1, pon't know. Fifty-two percent 
2003, allows' only the last our notice it themselves." 
, al _and international problem," 
numbers to be printed on the If you are a victim of identity 
he said. ''We [police officers] 
are here to help you before you 
become a victim." 
Outside of Greek-related 
titles, Key also was a Student 
Government Association sena-
tor representing the College of 
Engineer.ing and Computer 
Science and treasurer for the 
Institute of Electrical and 
Electronics Engineers (IEEE). 
Key plans , to continue his 
community involvement as dur-
ing his year as Homecoming 
king. He is working to organize 
a Student Professional 
· Awareness Conference· for 
IEEE for February. He and fel-
low fraternity brother Sean 
Lavin also plan a large commu-
nity projeet, a "Greek-ster-egg 
Hunt," for April. Key will also 
help plan a · gala fdr . the 
Community of College 
Republicans. 
Key said the best part of the 
Homecoming experience was 
being crowned at the football 
gRme. ''.After I was crowned, all 
tq.e people were congratulating 
me, and the alumni were con-
gratulating me, and all the little 
kids thought I was really cool 
for being .Homecoming king," 
he said. 
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Still Think A Laptop Computer 
Costs Too Much? 
Off Lease Laptops For as Uttle as $169.00 
' 
Replace, don't repair your existing hardware with an off-lease laptop computer. lhey're small 
and take up little space. lhey're portable with battery power to take to class and the library to 
study when things get a little loud and crazy in the dorms and fraternities. 
6 Month Wnaonty an All Computers 
Our fast reliable off lease business class computers are complete~ refurbished, have a 6 
month wlllTillfy and all returns are honored up to 7 days from receipt ... No Questions 
Asked. Check out our site, we have a variety of systems to choose from starling at ONLY 
$169.00 
P.S. Don't Even TIB About Buying Another.Computer Until You Recxl Our "Why 
Bly Used Camputers" article on Oii' site. (What ~er retcilers don't wlllf ' 
you to know) 
V'ISit our web-site of http:/Jlextel.offordable!optops.com 
. OR CAU US AT ~04-8136 
"artlief Animal Resci,9 
Cotne visit us ... 
.Where: UCF Student Union 




-Monetary . - Carpet 
-Blankets and towels - Pet bathing-supplies 
- Sweat shirts and sweaters . - Wal-Mart gift cards 
-Pet food - Petsmart gift cards. 
- Pet toys 
LAW-OFFICE OF 
GA~TH J. MILAZZO 
Attorney At Law 
• Auto Accidents 
• Landlord I Tenant 
• Personal Injury 
• Medical Malpract_ice 
407-926-4016 
37 North Orange Avenue, Suite 500 
Orlando, Florida 32801 · 
















HOURS: 5814 MAKOMA DRIVE 
ORLANDO TUE9 -. 9AT 10-6 
(off Oak Ridge Rd), 




H 0 T E L 
Affordable Spacious 
Suites With the 
Comforts of Home ... 
. 
• Furnished Kitchens including stove 
top, .full size microwave, 
refrigerator, and coffee maker 
• High. Speed Internet Access 
(some locations) 
• Premium cable 1V with HBO or 
Showtime 







• JAN SVOBODA I CENTRAL FlORIDA FUTURE 
'Steel Magnolias,' which opens Thursday at liCF Conservatory Theatre's Stage Two, is a comedy/drama that explores the relationships 
among two generations of women who gather and gab at a hair salon in small-town Louisiana. The play continues through Nov. 16. 
Despite statistics, gays can't donate 
FROM Al 
fukion is about 1 in 2 million. 
With new medical break-
throughs in the testing of blood 
for diseases being made every . 
year, members of the gay com-
munity are questionjng why; 20 
years after HIV/ AIDS first made 
its appearanc:e in the homosexu-
al community, gay men's helping 
hands are still· being slapped 
away. 
Austin Rogers, a volunteer at 
the Gay; Lesbian and Bisexual 
Community Center in Orlando, 
says he hears about these injus-
tices every day. 
"The gay community is quite 
upset about most FDA policies 
regarding those with alternative 
sexual orientations. The [rejro-
tion of gay blood] is yet another 
circumstance that makes gay 
men feel more alienated in our 
society," he said. 
The rate of new AIDS cases 
among heterosexual Latino 
males is almost four times the 
rat'e of that among gay men, a 
fact that would seem to contra-
dict the foundation of the FDA'.s 
poli6y; reports The Kaiser 
Foundation, a non-profit organi-
.. 
"Factually, the rate 
of AIDS incidents 
among gay males 
is nearly the same, 
if not less, of that 
of heterosexual 
males." 
- CARLY USDIN 
PRESIDENT, GAY LESBIAN BISEXUAL 
STUDENT UNION 
zation that gives educational 
l'>riefings on Capitol Hill. 
"Factually; the rate of AIDS 
incidents among gay males is 
nearly the same, if not less, of 
that of heterosexual males. 
Promiscuous heterosexuals can 
get their blood screened; gay 
men don't get that far," said 
Carly Usdin, president of UCF's 
Gay Lesbian Bisexual Student 
Union. 
If they choose to st!i-Y quiet 
about their sexuality, gay men do 
have the abi).ity to get that far. 
Some gay men, such as Joseph 
Anzalone, vice president of the 
GLBSU, would not be comfort-
able hiding the truth. 
"I've lmown more people Who 
have gone to give blood and lied 
than I do people who have been 
rejected. They go in there and 
say; 'Yeah, I'm straight,' just so 
they could give ·blood. I've never 
done that. I personally wouldn't 
lie with something like that," 
Anzalone said. 
Others in the gay community 
see falsifying information as a 
means to an end. 
"I see no problem with keep-
ing your sexuality a secret in 
order to do a g0od deed and 
besides, no responsible gay male 
would attempt to wve blood if he 
thought there was a chance .tl\at 
he might have lilV/' Rogers said. 
In the coming years, experts 
and those who work closely with 
blood banks feel that the last 
hurdle will be jumped. 
An FDA source said due to 
progresses in disease testing, 
"at some point they won't care 
who you are or where you're 
from." 
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Freshmen, this Is the event you've been 
waiting for all semester long. Here's your chance .to bring the LINK 
Loot that you've been collecting all semester and bid on stuff. 
Up to $1,300 tow~rd UCF Tuition 






Round trip airfare courtesy of STA Travel 
Pair of sunglasses courtesy Of College Optical 
Gift card to Target 
Gift card to Best Buy 
And more! 
Check us out.on the web at www.link.ucf.edu for 
a list of LINK Loot programs. 
Bring your UCF ID Card to LINK Connected programs and be eligible 
for LINK Loot. LINK.Loot can be used to purchase Items In the LINK Auction 











or your money back** ACT' 
I 
Attend all required classes or make-up sessions, complete all scheduled tests, and do 
your homework. If your score doesn't improve on test day from your Kaplan diagnostic 
or a prior official test score, you can choose to repeat our program for free or get a 
full refund of your tuition~* It's that simple. 
LSAT: Classes Begin Thu, January 8, 2003 
' GMAT: Classes Begin Tue, January 6, 2003 
GRE: Classes Begin Wed, January 2.1, 2003 
MCAT~ Classes Begin Tue, January 13, 2003 
*Test names are 1egistered tradema"'5 o1 their respective owners. 
**To be elfglble for this offer, you must be enrolled in Kaplan·~ 
full classroom, tutoring, or online courses. In addition, you 
must present a copy of your official score report and your 
course materials within 90 days. 
World Leader in Test Prep 




ice e eam Dn us at 
1Ju purch.ase a 
Must show valid UCF student ID card. 
Offer valid through November 29. 
Good only at Waterford Lakes Town Center. 
Special Restrictions apply. Gift cards available at 
Waterford Lakes Town Center, between Old Navy & Claire's. 
es 
www.UCFnews.com •Monday, November 3, 2003 





Senior Staff Writer · 
Jennifer Stiner teaches a biology lab 
with 50 students. She gives weekly quizzes 
and grades each set of homework. Wearing 
a buttoned blouse and khaki pants, she lec-
tures to the class. 
But Stiller isn't a professor, she's a 
graduate student. Some of the students are 
"[TAs] have to know ; 
the subject ·very well, 
and they have to. 
communicate the 
material ver.y well." 
- ZUHAIR NASHED 
MATH DEPARTMENT CHAIR 
. her age, and most are not much younger. ". j 
"It's pretty scary because I don't feel like 
I know that mucP, more th~ they do," said 
the 22-year-old. "I definitely didn't feel pre-
pared." 
Across the country, universities are tak-
. ing a closer look at preparation programs 
for their graduate teaching assistants, 
gram and maintain a 3.0 grade point aver-
age, said Teresa Newlin, graduate coordi-
nator for the College of Arts and Scienres. 
They must also complete at' least 18 hours 
of coursework in their discipline to qualify 
toieach. 
. While each department is in charge of 
their TA program, the Faculty Center for 
Teaching and Learning offers a university- , 
wide orientation session each fall for TAs. 
The three-day orientation instructs TAs in 
classroom methodology and management 
"to ensure they have the skills to teach," 
Bishop said 
Some TAs, however, say 
this course does not 
address all the eh.al-
. lenges they face in 
the classroom. 
"I thought it was 
a waste of my time, 
other than the fact 
that I got paid for it," 
said Adrienne Christian, 
a 24-fear-old TA in 
the 
according to a recent article in the Department 
Chmnicl£ of Higher Education. A number of Fbreign 
of institutions have decided that what they Languages 
· are doing is not enough. and 
As tuition rises and student populations Literatures. 
grow, undergraduates are demanding their Christian, 
money's worth, Tlie Chronicle reports. said she 
And many colleges are beefing up their TA I learned more 
orientation sessions or adding new, more from her 
rigorous ones. department's 
UCF currently employs 511' g'!'aduate semester-long 
teaching assistants, said Patricia Bishop, TA preparation 
vice provost and dean of graduate studies. course. "We go 
"Many of them gi·ade papers, assist a facul- through the 
ty member or teach a laboratory or class," [Spanish] book 
she said via e-mail. and make sure we 
The College of Arts and Sciences know how to teach 
employs 241 TAs, the most of all the col- it," she explained. ''We have to practice 
leges, Bishop added. The College of teaching in front of a professor." 
Engineering and Computer Sciences hlred This semester, Christian teaches two 
159 TAs for fall. Each college employs some Spanish courses, elementary Spanish l.a:ri-
student teaching assistants, according to guages I and II. "That's hard because we 
Bishop. ' are teaching two different classes and 
"The first day you don't know what 
you're goingto get," Christian' added 
"You dop.'t know which students 
you'.re going to get, or if they'll like 
you." ' ' 
Other departments requ1re 
some form of additional training 
for their prospective TAs. 
All teaching assistants in the 
math departm!:)nt participate in a 
two-day orientation session with 
faculty mentors, said Zuhair 
Nashed, the department's chair. 
These seminars include 
teaching methodologies, han-
dling stUdent discjplin~ an9. 
preparing syllabi and exams . 
At the end of the session, each 
TA makes a presenta.tfon in 
front of. faculty, 
Nashed 
· said. This pres-
entation helps identi-
fy ·a stl'.tdent's teaching 
ability and course assignment. . 
The number of TAs is expected. to grow we're taking our two classes," she said "It's 
as graduate programs expand and univer- a lot of work." 
sities enroll more students, officials say. · 'Tu.king the department's course has 
"[TAs] have to know the subject 
very well, and they have to communicate 
the material verywell," Nashed added. 
Potential TAs must enroll as degree- given her an advantage that TAs in other 




food, fun, funding 
BRANDON HARDIN 
Staff Writer 
What do you do if you have the 
desire to eat chocolate, consume 
cereal or juggie? · 
Start a club at UCF. 
With tljiousands of students 
come thousands of interests. 
Thanks to the Office of Student 
Activities, UCF students can band 
together in small groups and form 
their own clubs that do everytp.ing 
from eat sweets to throw hoops -
and they can get school money for 
it, too. 
It's not that hard to start a club 
of your own, said Diana Martin, a 
23-year-old senior who works as a 
student assistant for the OSA. ':Just 
get the people who are interested in 
[your club] together." 
Martin speaks from experience, 
having just started a chapter of the 
Blue Key Honors society at UCF by 
herself. 
There are currently more than 
250 clubs, with several waiting for 
approval. Sixty-one of these are 
special interest. It is these special 
interest clubs that show the more 
diverse side of student life at UCF. 
Take the Chocolate Club, for exam-
.Ple. · · 
It was originally tossed around 
( Pt.EAsE SH CLUBS ON A9 
ASHLEY ROBERTSON I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Tflere's no evil in the Chocolate Club's funding, says Vice Prtfilent Katherine 
"9ritgomery (top). Also pictured are Heather Boyd and Bollfe Ebner. 
Anna Nicole Smith 
now a DVD cup 
NEW ON DVD 
MIKE RIEGEL 
Lifestyles Editor 
No, I'm not kidding:'The Anna Nicole 
Show: The First Season' 
It's just what the world needed; 
another opportunity to watch 
America's sweetheart destroy personal 
assistants, buffets and my faith in 
humanity. 
. I've seen this train wreck of a show 
a couple times, and it could be the most 
horribly fascinating disaster reality TV 
has offered to date. Still, no one shohld 
watch, rent or in any way endorse this 
DVD - unless it's to scientifically prove 
·that this show is one of the horsemen of 
the apocalyps~. 
. You'd rather be fishing: 
'Finding Nemo' 
OK, Hollywood, here's the deal: You 
don't need big stars to make a movie. 
You don't need elaborate sets or 45-
minute fight . scenes with grand explcr-
sions. You don't even need scantily-clad 
men and women spouting tired catch 
phrases. · 
All you need is a lost, animated fish 
and his determined father. 
This wonderful animated feature is 
from Pixar, the same folks t.hat brought 
"Toy Story," ''A Bug's Life" and 
"Monsters, Inc." to the big screen. This 
movie is every bit as funny and enter-
taining as their previous efforts, but the 
vistial effects created in the underwater 
world are what set tfillpne apart from 
' previous animated. mo • . 
After his son 
Nemo is cap-




Brooks) goes on 
a wild ride through 
an underwater 
world full of sharks, 
jellyfish, sea turtles 
and much more. On 
the way to find his 
son, Marlin finds a 
friend in Dory 
(voiced by Ellen 




grossed over $300 
million, making it 
the most successful 
blockbuster of the 
summer season. The dou-
ble-disc DVD edition of the movie 
features dozens of special fea-
tures for kids. You can also watch 
the movie in Spanish and French, 
which can be difficult to under-
stand, but still very entertaining. 
90 minutes, 0 thought:'Legally 
Blonde 2: Red, White & Blonde' 
This should be required viewing 
for all law students before they pur-
sue a career as a lawyer. According 
to this film, being a lawyer means a 
life of pink outfits, sorority sisters, 
stupid hairdos and ~ dogs. · 
DLER ON A10 
Clubs focus on helping community, not just eating,SGA ftµids 
FROM A8 
as a joke, said Katherine 
Montgomery, a 22-year-old sen.: 
ior majoring in graphic design. 
She also serves as the club's vice 
president. 
"This year is our last year, so 
we decided to go for it and it got 
approved," she said. 
The club has about 50 mem-
bers, and recently received 
$1,000 from the Student 
Government Association to send 
four members to a chocolate con-
vention in New York 'City .in two 
weeks. 
However, the club isn't just 
about eating chocolate. It's about 
connecting students with one 
another. 
"Students want to · get 
involved in clubs, and the school 
wants people to join them," 
Montgome~ said. "It brings peo-
ple togeth~r because everyone 
loves chocolate ... it's just a fun 
club." 
While they might feel that 
way; the club doesn't always 
receive the universal love the 
9filldy gets. The Chocolate Club 
has recently been the source of 
some critique for the SGA. fund-
ing it received, despite its good 
intentions. 
"There's nothing wrong with 
an organization that brings peo- · 
ple together," said Montgomery. 
"We're not getting any special 
funding. We got money for a trip 
just like any other club [that 
applies]." 
"People think it's a joke," 
Montgomery explained. "We 
don't just sit around and eat 
chocolate." 
The club has been called 
upon several times to help out 
with events on campus. This ' 
Friday they will be at Late 
Knights at the Studi:int Union, 
providing materials needed for 
chocolate making. 
The club also plans to make 
stockings filled with chocolate 
and donate them to a local char-
ity; according to Montgomery. 
Currently; the club is ~orking on 
"We ate cereal 
because we were 
poor college 
students. Then we 
had the great 
idea of having the 
school pay for our 
cereal." 
- CARRIE CARPENTER 
CO-FOUNDER, UCF'S CEREAL CLUB 
Club can be found on their Web 
site, http://www.ucfchocolate-
club.us. 
While Montgomery and her 
friends eat chocolate, Carrie 
Carpenter and her friends eat 
cereal. 
Carpenter founded the Cereal 
Eaters Association along with 
three friends. from her dorm last 
year. 
"Basically; the four of us had 
cereal parties [in our dorms]," 
Carpenter said. 'We ate cereal 
b~use we were poor college · 
students. Then we had the great 
idea of having the school pay for 
our cereal." 
Recently; the club spent $25 
on office supplies - which 
inc!uded bowls, spoons and nap-
kins from an office supply store. 
But the"'club doesn't just eat 
cereal. Carpenter explained that 
the club is also going to be par-
ticipating in the Box Tops for 
Education program put on by 
General Mills. In it, they will col-
lect box tops from cereal. Each 
top will be worth $0.1Q to a 
school of the club's choice. 
The association's first meet-
ing will be Nov. 18. Students 
interested in attending should e-
mail Carpenter at alohacar-
rie2@aol.com 
And while most students jug-
g1e classes, school and work, oth-
ers simply juggie. 
Jasun Burdick, a 24-year-old 
graduate student, founded the 
Juggiing Club with thr~ other 
· like-minded individuals about 
· four years ago. . 
'We just wanted to hang out 
and start juggiing," Burdick said. 
CurrE:lntly; the club has about 
20 members and attends two or 
three juggling conventions a 
year. 
. . For anyone who wants to 
learn qow· to juggie, the club 
meets outside of the Visual Arts 
Building Tuesdays from 5 p.m. to 
8 p.m. There, club 'members jug-
g1e clubs, rings and flower stickS. 
They also practice contact jug- -
g1ing, where balls are rolled over 
the hands or body instead of 
being thrown. You can even learn 
how to ride unicycles there. 
It1 doesn't take long to learn to 
·ride, Burdick said. He rides a . 
. getting funding for the project 
and determining which charity 
will receive the stockings. 
Information on the Chocolate 
ASHLEY ROBERTSON I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
In a meeting of the lJCF Juggling Oub outside the Visual Arts Building (above) Brian Stabile (left) 
and Chris Robino learn how to balance multiple balls. Meanwhile, Cereal Eaters Association 
members Came Carpenter (below left) and Christine Fernandez balance healthy breakfasts. 
FREE LEGAL SERVICES 
~ 
I I I I I 
STUDEN ·T 
L E G A L 
SERVICES 
~ 
I I I I I 
Currently enrolled students are entitled tq consult 
with program attorneys about legal matters 
and entitled to receive advice'. In addition, legal 
representation up to and.including all stages of trial 
will be provided in certain types of cases, of which 
the following are representative: 
• Landlord/tenant problems affecting 
students living arr~ngements in the 
community. 
• Consumer problems confronting, individual 
students. 
• Traffic cases 
• Criminal law 
www.stulegal.sdes.ucf.edu 
Studefl1:s in need of legal service should contact, 
either in p_erson or by telephone (407-823-2538), 
Student Legal Services in Room 155 Student 
Resource Center. All consultation is by appointment 
only. No lega_I advice will be given over the phone. 
Cdl 10--8:..::\-:..:.1:;8 lo sd up an appoinl!lll'lll. or \·isit Student 
l\(·~m11Ti:' Ccl!ll'r J(J<JI!l l.J.) :\londa\ - Frida:- 8am-.)prn. 
1-'111ufc(/ fllJ. \r /11•it_1; S Sl·1·1·ic·1· 1-'i·c !limw,1/i the Stwfen/ 
' (;n1·1·111111c·11t h~nciutinr• 1 
muni, or mountain unicycle, to 
school. 
While the club is fun, Bmdick 
is also using it for more than a 
social event. 
."For me, this is a training 
area," he said. Burdick wants to 
start · a circus-training school, 
where people can learn the art of 
juggiing. 
"I taught myself [how to jug-
g1e]," Burdick said. "It took a few 
years. I figured there had to be a 
better way to learn. So, I spend 
most of my time teaching new jug-
g1ers." 
Burdick now focuses a lot of his 
energy on developing a program 
' . 
for jugg1ing tutoring in virtual 
reality for his doctoral thesis. 
Three professors and several 
researchers at UCF's simulation 
department have expressed great 
interest in tM project. 
"There's lots of support for it," 
Burdick said. Fbr more info on the 
club, e-mail jugg1ing@ucf.edu. 
• 
t::vent included with regular Theme Parle admission. Entertainment and appearances subject to change without notice. COisney NSA 18195 
Sandler shtick 'Crazy Nights' coming to Dvb 
FROM AS 
Thank God that justice is blind 
- that means she won't have to 
watch this movie. I probably 
coul9.'ve expected as much from a 
movie where the word "blonde" 
appears twice in the title, but I'd 
assumed this movie might not 
just rely on the exact jokes used 
in the original. 
The DVD does offer a gag reel 
and some cast commentary so we 
can get inside the psyche of 
Reese Witherspoon's character 
Elle Woods. What was her moti-
vation? Was it a challenging role 
for her? How does she sleep at 
night? An of these life-altering 
questions will be answered 
tomorrow when this DVD hits 
shelves. 
GET O 
Best bets on Central Florida's 
arts and entertainment calendar· 
now? Well the jury is still out on 
that one. But either way, the 
Knicks and the Magic flash 
their skills on the court inside 
the TD Waterhouse Centre at 
7 p.m. Fbr tickets, visit filly 
Tieketniaster outlet or _call 
407-89-MAGIC. 
DANA DELAPI Tuesday Nov.4 
SeliiorStaffWriter It's . an Emo-punk frenzy 
when Saves the Day infests 
Monday Nov.3 House of Blues tonight. The 
Remember Disney's version , emotionally charged lyrics 
Isn't he animated enough:'Adam 
Sandler's Eight Crazy Nights' 
After 'convincing himself. the 
"Hanukkah Song" hadn't generat-
ed enough buzz about the Jewish 
holidaY, Adam Sandler decided to 
make this animated movie. · 
the Sandler shtick grates on your 
nerves, then this movie will be an 
infinite source of irritation. 
The movie features the stan-
dard holiday plot of salvation, so 
don't expect anything earth-shat-
tering, because the movie is about 
Hanukkah instead of Christmas. 
And not to soU)ld too critical, but 
when this movie tries to be seri-
ous and heartwarming it fails mis-
Sandler fans will enjoy his por-
trayal of three different loud-
mouthed weirdo characters that 
talk funny. If you're like me and 
Magic player at the Orlando 
Museum of Art. Grant Hill may 
be 3: tough competitor on the 
court, but he's an art connois-
seur off the coUrt. · 
OMA is hosting "Something 
All Our Own: The Grant Hill 








personal collection. The collec-
tion pays tribute to .sonie of 
America's· fin~s( ·· African-
.American artists . with paint-
ings, collages, mixed media 
and sculptures on display. OMA 
is open from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., 
and -the e'Xhibitioh runs 
tlu;oug'h · ~b. 2. 407-8964231. 
. ' t 
:rhursClay Nov. 6 
It's east coast meets 
west coist tonight at the St. 
Pete Times Forum when 
tqe Tampa Bay Lightning 
strikes again: Tb.is time 
they are takitlg on 
Califotnian royalty in 
the form of the Los 
Angeles King's. The 
Lightning ·started out ,. 
with a bang thiS season 
and their next slap shot is 
aimed directly at the Kings. 
. The .. g-3Jne starts at 7 p.m. 
of Cinderella with !'inging and inteJ?.S~ pun,k ~-..... 
Call 813-301-6600 for ticket 
information. 
mice? The little rodents would rhythms of this New 
call her "Cftiderelly'' and that Jersey ball;d will be 
song would get stuck in your . silre to keep angst-
head for hours? No? Maybe it. ridden teens1 and 
was just me. college students 
. Regardless, the Mark Two · jumping. '!'he banq 
Dinner Theater in Orlando has · promises to play hit 
a play with actual people play- songs ''.Anywhere 
ing the characters, and thank- • With You" and "In My 
· fully, no mice. The show starts Waking .Life" in their 
at 10:15 a.m. and runs for about set. Special guests include 
50 minutes. ' Tickets are $$. Taking 'Back .Sunday and 
Performances al-e on select Moneen. Tickets ar~ $18.50. 
dates through Nov; 14. Call.407- · The doors open at 6:30 PJ..D. for 
657-4483 for tickets. · the 7:30 p.m. show. 407-934-
·It's situations like these that. BLUE. 
tear a Long Is1ai1d girl like me . 
apart. Do I stick to my roots W~nesday N~v. 5 
and clieer for the Knicks,, or do ·, Before the Orland(). Magic 
I suck it up and root for tbe · battle · . the Chicago Bulls 
' Magic since I live in Orlando . tonight, check out another 
" I 
The truth 
. behind 'TAs 
FROM A8 . 
He suggests the university 
implement year-round prepara-
tion seminars for TAs in depart-
ments with a large number of 
international students, such as 
math. 
"I think we really need addi-
tional workshops for interna-
tional-students to learn the lan-
guage and culture," he · said. 
"Some of our best [TAs] are 
international students. But the-
main problem is for those who 
have .had no practice in spoken . 
English." 
Bishop says the university 
offers a semester~long course to 
teaching assistants who want 
further training. "These cours-
es have a buge impact on 
preparing TAs for future teach-
ing careers," ~he added. Tb.is 
course, however, does not count 
for any official university credit .. · 
Stephen Davis, a 28-year-old 
physics TA, says that asking 
graduate students to attend a 
non-credit course is impracti~ . 
cal. ''When'.'. you get to the grad- · 
uate level, you just don't have 
the time to sit through a n~ 
credit course," he said. ''You 
have too much to do. That's why 
I say the time to get involved is 
when you're an undergradu-
ate." 
Davis says the univer sity 
should offer one-credit cour8es 
I 
for undergraduates interested 
in becoming TAs. They could 
attend labs and observe teach-
ing assistants and professors. 
TAs would be better prepared 
in classroom management if 
they started learning teaching 
methodologies earlier, he 
added. 
Sophomore Jon Chong, 20, 
says that in his experience, 
some TAs he has had could 
improve their teaching skills. "It 
seems they have this anxiety 
that professors don't," he said. 
"If the TAs are bad, you end up 
with more struggling UCF stu-
dents who don't know anything 
about potentially important 
classes." 
Said Na.shed: "Tb.ere are 
certain people who are just nat-
ural. teachers and some that 
. need training, but every [TA] 
can improve." 
· Dana Delapi can be reached at . 
dana@t/(~pews.com 
t 
·Play c~eflonight and create 
a culinary masterpiece 
by combining two of your 
. Appkbee' sf ~vontes for 
. · on~ low price. 
$11.99'. ' 
' Limite<;l time offer: 9/22 -· 1 J :/9 
erabJy. Sandler should stick to 
making silly voices and jokes 
about bo«;lily functions. 
Best name ever: Engelbert 
Humperdinck-Command 
Performance 
Did you know that Engelbert 
Humperdinck is not the real name 
of this famous singer? Yes, as a 
fan of Eddie Izzard, I know that 
Humperdinck's real name is Jerry 
Dorsey. He even released· songs 
under that name, but received lit- · 
tie commercial success. 
It wasn't until he changed ~ 
name to that ridiculous concoc-
tion that he became popular. If . 
that isn't a lesson to all those who 
wish to be famous, I don't knmv 
whatis. · 
If you've never before had the 
soothing sounds of Humperdinck, 
give· this latest live performance a 
shot. If nothing else, it'll be a fit-
ting tribute to the man who just 
tragically died in a car accident. 
No, I'm kidding, he's alive, but 





"The food is authentically prepared 
and bursts with flavor." 
Scott Joseph - Orlando Senti nc I 
"The dishes have layers of flavor, 
so 1nuch so that time is needed to 
savor them all." 
Joseph Hayes - Orlando Weekly 
863 N. Alafaya Trail 
Waterford Lakes Town Center 
407~3s2-·s201 
TUESDAYS 5PM CL.OSE 
; 
DEEP DISH PIZZA 
Cheese & Tomato 
NumeroUno 
Prima Pepperoni f 
PASTA 
y eggie SALADS 
Ziti Marinara 
Fettuccine Alfredo 
Spaghetti with . 
Giant Meatball 
House & Caesar 
ORLANDO 
11633 University Blvd. 
Next to Resi<;lence Inn 
407-207-1740 
No substttutions or sharing please. Dine in only. Not 
for takeout Not valid with coupons. offers or during 
Fundraisers. Only at University Blvd. Una's. 









Monday, November 3 
Student Union 
IOam-Spm 
. I 0:30am~S:30pm 
'' Thursday; November 6 
l!l+Jj 
ALA FA YA 
Student Union ""~ 
I Oam-4pm c<~~ 
·
Every donor will receive· a coupon for a 
FREE dessert from Crispers Restaurants. 
fl: l!OAL io 
T H l!ATft!S 
. • ... 
Crispen NOW OPEN 
Colonial Promenade • University hrtl I 
329 South Semoran Blvd.• Wlnt:er Park 
Phone (407) 673-4100• Fax.(407)673-4140 
Waterford Lakes • 557 N. Alafay&Trd • Orfandb 
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A-Sun triumph for soccer 
Women's and men's teams claim conference titles 
NATHAN CURTIS 
Staff Writer 
The UCFwomen's sooo:ir victo:ry Friday over Detroit 
Mercy had no effect on the A-8un tournament implica-
tions for the Knights, who finish the regular season with 
a share of first place in the oonference and a first round 
bye in the tournament that begins 'Ihursda~ 
Much like eve:ry other game this season. defense was 
the key in the easy 2-0 win by the Knights (154-0) over 
the Tit.ans (7-8-1). UCF's defenders blanketed. the Titans 
so well that they did not register a single shot on goal, 
leaving the women's goals-against-total at only 13 this 
season. 
vVhatever did slip past the defenders was quickly gnl:r 
bled up by sophomore goolie Julie Snru:nan. 'The first 66 
minutes were sco1'eless 1Dltil junior &:rn Eshehnan 
cashed in off of a deflection. 
Not two minutes lateI; Eshe1man ass:i.stoo sophomore 
Jennifer Montgumecy for the serond and final gpal of the 
night 
Eshelman and Montgume:ryfinish the regular season 
first and seoond, respectively, in tot.al points for the 
Knights. Eshelman has six.goals and eight~ for 20 
points this season. while Montgomery has reoorded 
seven goals and one assist for 15 points. 
The non-mnference game against Detroit Mercy right 
bef~ the tournament had little effect on the team's 
focus. Throwing raution to the wind. howevei; Coach 
~.\manda Cromwell promised a ''really tough practire" 
the <lay after the game to simulate the two back-t.o-balk 
games the team will face in the tournament 
The \\in agBinst Detroit Mercy was the seventh in a 
row for the Knights, who will face the winner of the 
Campbell-stet.son game on Friday in the seoond round of 
the A-8un toumament. The Knights look hungry for 
another title. 
utive tournament championship, as well as their third 
straight NCAA College Cup appearance. 
\.\e're good enough towin," said Cromwell 'TII 
be disappointed if we don't." 
This is Cromwell's fifth season with the 
Knigtlts. Under her, they l:iavo four A-Sun 
championships, four t.ournament appearanoos 
and three Colle.ge Cup appearanoos. 
Meanwhile, the men's socrer team need-
ed a victo:ryyesterdayto cewent their reg-
ular season title, but settled instead 
for a dou-
ble-Over-
time, 0-0 tie 
agIDnst 
Mercer. 
'That tie, ooupled with FAlfs loss to Georgia St.ate, 
still gave the Knights sole possession of the regular 
season title, as wen as a first-round tournament bye. 
The Knights (10-4-3, &3-1 A-8un) were unable 
to get their offense moving agIDnst Me:rrer (7-8-1, 
5-3-1 A-8un). As usual, the defensive oombina-
tion of Thn Sobczak and Brian Malec 
proved too much for the opponents, as 
they helped sophomore goolkeeper 
Icyaii Mcintosh reoord his seventh 
shuiout of the season. 
'Ihe men's team will close 
out its schedule on the road 
agsinst Florida International 
in Miami next Sunday. as the 
men, too, will end their reg-
ular season with a non-
conference game that 
has no bearing on their 
A-Sun st.anding 
"'This team missed opportunities at Florida state," 
said Crom.well. rerailing a crushing 3-0 ~ last month.. 
~'must win the tournament to show their poten-
tial-
The Knights look to claim their third conseo-
Midfielder Courtney 
Haarhues was one 
of four seniors 
recognized before 
Friday's win. 
EllEJT 1WiJ I CBIWl fllllllA RJJlllE 
a~ mare ID outside rutter, seciorl.iodsey WhaJen 
in 14 arul 12 digs ag;ainst Georgia State. 
VolleyOOll 




UCF wDeyOOIJ. IDlS down two gsmes and 
se\'en matm points on Senior Night against 
Georgia Slate (25-6. ~1 A-8un) before ~ 
ona 10-0spmtthatsparkeda21-30,19-00, 31-
29. 00-25.15-8 romeback "'icto~ 
-.1n practice e\"el'Y' day we are putO in situ-
ations like that.,- setter Jenny Frank said. 
'1\ef.\r [Klin1renborg) bas a great serve. and 
ihat just prepares us to exmne in crisis sitn-
afions.~ 
"'lbu bme to Jook in the record books," 
headooadl l\fegColado said -lf certaio1y bas-
n•thappeoedinmyooachingcareet; but when 
iteameft'llDdl fime·we executed.."" . 
After game two. libero Lindsey \'\'llalen 
DPW to ouiside bittet; a position she hasn't 
~since her freshman season. 
-Jtwas a spur of the moment decision. but 
une things just nernr lem'e :yoo.'" vtbalen 
~ '1 was drinking, 'just rip it like Tueya 
doe!;..- . 
""\\e had a lot of oonfideoce in Liwfse.\; and 
~\re needed to make a cluu\,«Je...., CoJado 
said. ':,\nd [I] tell }'00 what our team jumped 
on her back tonighL-
Wbalen ripped off a double-double. knock-
ing down 1-1 killsoo a o;m bittingperrentage 
aloogl\iih 12 digs: 
"'Uodsey was game OM' MVP of thi<i 
matdl." Frank said "She sliMul leadenibip 
al the way pulling us through tooigbt...., 
Outside bider TunJa Janis set a personal 
belt. nailing ZJ- klls and .reu1111li11g 13 digs 
wllile Whalen's npaca11f1Dl at libero, 
~ Splleta, eame _.the beodl puling 
• r.~ . . 
WVU 36, UCF 18 
Knights buried 
in avalanche 
UCF becomes West Virginia's 
1 OOth win at Mountaineer Field 
ASHLEV BURNS 
Sports lifitor 
MORGA.WOWK, W: \a -
After pummeling Central 
Pificbigan on Homecoming, the 
Knights w'ere hoping to catch a 
very hot \\est VIrginia team off 
guard and extend their winning 
streak to two. 
Didn't happen. 
Instead, the Knights became 
just another notch in the 
Mountaineers' Homecoming 
belt, as WVU defeated UCF 36-
18 on Saturday. 
"Going into this game we 
knew ~ Virginia. had a fine 
football team." said UCF Coach 
1ike Kruczek. "'\\\? knew they 
were coming off a huge win, but 
we thought we could oome up 
here with the entlmsiasm and 
energy needed to win.., 
The Knights' (3-6, 2-3 lt.L.\C) 
defense pnt on a first quarter 
di.splay unlike anything they'd 
shown all season. WVU (4-4, 2-
3) tried to jump-start their dom-
inating run game early in their 
first drive. But the Knights 
wouldn't allow it. UCFs defense 
allowed only 51 total yards of 
offense in the first quart.er, and 
gave up just one field goal. 
While uCF seemingly bad 
wvu running back Quincy 
Wilson in check. the senior 
standout wasted little time in 
the seoond quarter showingwby 
he is one of the best in the Big 
F.ast C.Onferenoo. 
On the first play of the 
1Iountaineers' second drive, 
\:V11son left UCFs defense in the 
dust as be took off for his lo~ 
rnn of the yeai: The ~yard 
carry moved WVU out of dan-
gerous field position infilde their 
own 10-yard line and set them 
up in UCFterritory. WVu soored 
its first t.oucbdmm of the day 
only minutes later when quar-
1erback Rasheed Marshall 
srored on a 1-yartl keeper. 
After wvu increased its lead 
to 10-0, things started looking 
bad for the Knights. 
On the Knights' next posses-
sion. WVU went up 12-0 after 
quarterback Ryan Schneider 
oouldn't handle a low snap from 
renter Cedric Gagne-:Marooux. 
Schneider pushed the ball out of 
the end wne, giving the 
Mountaineers an easy 2-poiot 
safel,l: The botched play marlred 
the first time t:CF allowed a 
safety since the Knights loss to 
Arizona State last season. 
'Ibe safety also :marlred the 
first time WVU managed any 
defensive points this season. 
Jn the Knights' only offensive 
bright spot of the first half.. 
Schneider led a 52-yard drive 
with just over a minute remain-
ing in the serond quartei; which 
set up kicker lfatt Prater for a 





My Halloween that 
should have been 
I had no tricks. 
I had no treats. 
I had a hotel room in Morgantown, 
W Va., with a droopy mattress and a 
marathon of god-awful' horror movies. 
While the rest of you were dressing 
up like Catholic schoolgirls and 
SpongeBob SquarePants, I was fighting 
tears as I had to choose between ':Jason 
X" and the USF/Cincinnati game to mi 
my time. 
I'm trying to figure out which is 
scarier: the Hollywood producer who 
said, "Putting Jason in spare with a 
bunch of actors fresh out of soft porn 
sounds like a great idea!" or former 
UCF athletic clirector Steve Sloan, who 
could only have been thinking, "Gee, I 
think I'll have some crack for hmch," 
when he killed UCF's chances of join-
ing Conference USA so many years 
ago. 
Somewhere Satan is sitting around, 
wearing his U&'F alumni shlrt and 
laughing at me. 
The closest I came to wearing a 
Halloween costume this year was when 
I put on my press pass before the UCF-
West Vrrginia grune and pretended t.o 
be a journalist. 
Since I couldn't actually dress up, I 
figured rd fill my millions of readers in 
on my Halloween oostumes that might 
have been. 
My first idea was to dress up as a 
Marshall fan, but I don't have a sister to 
make with the Jovin'. Then I figured I'd 
dress up like a U&'F student, but how do 
you fake missing chromosomes? 1 
could have dressed up as a Hurricanes 
fan, because, after all, I know plenty 
about cheering for a team that chokes. 
I might have tried a Big East referee 
costume, but even rm not that biased 
and mentally challenged Plus, f d prol:r 
ably throw my shoulder out if I had t.o 
throw that many flags in one game. 
I thought about dres~ing up as 
Florida Marlins manager Jack 
MeKeon. but you can't make fun of h1In.. 
It's impossible. It's like someone took a 
Shar-Pei and dressed it in a Marlins' 
uniform. He's the ideal spokesman for 
letting old people back into normal 
society. 
The be&i idea that went incredibly 
haywire was the Kobe oostume. When 
the first 73,000 people did it, it was 
crudely funny. When the next wave of 
six million people claimed the costume, 
it bwlme grossly annoying. I thought 
about going with a different NBA 
theme, like the Pat RiJey costume. com-
plete with "Will Work for Afro Sheen" 
sign. but that wasn't mean enough. 
Then I thought about dressing up as 
the greatest. NBA player of all. time, but 
·I rouldn't find a Vinny IM -egro jersey 
I asked Orland£> Sentinel oolum-
nist fike Bianchi if be' d like to dress up 
with me as Siamese twins, but we got 
into a nasty mgument about who "1f to 
be the em twin. 
Still, am with all my ideas, a tbird-
grader beat me out I learned on Friday 
momingtbat an Orlando mom sent her 
son to school dressed as Roy Hom. 
oomplcle with a stuffed tiger attaclled 
to his neck. How am I supposed to 
deliver under that kind of pressure? 
The kid bad sequins and lake blood 
and everything I canonJyhopeoneday 
to ha\'e a son '\\ilo grows up ro be so 
awful and~ 
I guess it was a lll£-ky omen that I 
spent this Halloween in ~lorganWwn.. 
Instead of settling for peonies and 
decade-Old candy oom, I was tridc-or-
treating for ! ,. any Light with ihe fine 
kids at WVlfs T~ Cartral. 
I guess the best treat I 1"£!(.•ein"I was 
from our oollege football gurulbus dri\--
er as we were leaving_ :forgamown. rd 
just like Big East Commissioner • like 
Tran~ to know that my bus chin~r 
thinks UCF .sbou1d be in the BigEasl. 
He says we're better than Temple 
and Rutgers. 
I might not ruwe bad any good ideas 
for lhi! • mr's Halloween oostume, bot 
if Temple and Rutges is as good as it 
gl'tS, next year's "'ill most likely invohe 
aDOO!!e • 
• 
AROUND THE MAC~~ 
The theme of this past week-
end's major collegti football action 
was survival. However, that was-
n't the case for the Mid-American 
Conferenoo. The MAC featured 
only one game involving two 
teams with winning records; in 
that one Northern Illinois hlllD-
bled Ball state. In other action, all 
· teams that were favorites enter-
ing their games escaped with 
wins. 
Northern Illinois 48, Ball State 23 
Michael Turner is the real 
deal. Turner, who was held under 
the century mark for the first time 
this season last week, ran for 
three touchdowns while amassing 
126. yards on the ground, leading 
No. 22-ranked Northern Illinois to 
a 48-23 victory over Ball State. 
The win came a week after 
Northern Illinois (8-1, 4-1 MAC) 
dropped its first game of the sea-
son, a lopsided loss to Bowling 
Green: Turner entered the game 
as the nation's third-leading rush-
er. He topped 100 yards for the 
18th time in his career and had 
104 yards rushing by halftime. 
QlJ.arterback Josh Haldi ran 
for two scores and threw for two 
more as the Huskies forced Ball 
State (3-2, 5-5 MAC) into five 
turnovers. Talmadge Hill complet-
ed nine of 18 passes for 72 yards 
before e.xiting the gmrie with an 
injury. His replacement, Andy 
Roesch, completed i5 of 22 for 168 
yards; including two touchdown 
passes for Ball State. 
Marshall 42,Akron 24 
With starting quarterback 
stan Hill out of the lineup due to 
an injury, Marshall went. to the 
ground game. Butchie Wallace 
gained 147 yards rushing, high-
lighted by a 36-yard touchdown 
run, while Earl Charles added a 
season-high 121 yards and scored 
on three touchdown runs to lead 
Marshall to a 42-24 victory over 
Akron. 
Marshall was well beyond its 












18 Ball State 23 Buffalo Central Florida 
West Virginia 36 N Illinois (22) 48 Toledo 
29 
56 
game by halftime, as the 
Thundering Herd out-gained 
Akron 573-391 in total yards and 
put the Zips out of reach with 21 
second-quarter. points. · 
Marshall quarterback Graham 
Gochneaur completed 15 of 25 
passes for 199 yards and .two 
touchdowns for the Thundering 
Herd (().:3, 4-1 MAC). 
Akron's Charlie Frye, who 
injured his hip last week, complet-
ed 16 of 32 passes for 210 yards. 
One of the passes was a touch-
down to Matt Cherry, who beCame 
Akron's career reooptions leader 
with 140 catches. 
Toledo 56, Buffalo 29 
After ending a torturous 18-
game losing streak last week 
against Ohio, Buffalo, started its 
game Saturday like the Bulls had-
n't lost all seas0n. -
However, after the Bulls 
scored the game's first touch-
down, 'Ibledo answered in less 
than a minute as quarterback 
Bf'1ce Gradkowski hooked up 
with. Lanoo Moore en route to a 
56-29 vidory. .Gradkowski com-
pleted 23 of 25 passes for 435 
yfll'ds and six inte.rreptions, three 
to Moore. He also rushed for 49 
yards to lead the Rockets (6-3, 4-1 
MAC), who out-gained Buffalo (1-
9, 1-5 MAC) 685-395 yards in\total 
offense. 
Jared Patterson scored, on 
runs of six and seven yards in the 
first half for Buffalo. Dallas Pelz 
converted five field goals. Randy 
Secky finished 23 of 35 passes for 
254 yards and gained 15 yards on 
the wound, 
Connecticut 41, W.Michigan 27 
Western Michigan could not 
have dreamed of a better start to 
this game. 
The Broncos (2-3, 3-6 MAC) 
scored 17 unanswered points in 
the first half, only to be outdone by 
Connecticut's 28-point scoring 
bonanza, leading to a 41-27 victo-
ry for the Huskies (6-3). 
Jon Drah completed 29 of 41 · 
passes for 391 yards arid three 
touchdowns for Western 
Michigrui, which gave up 225 
yards rushing. 
· · Western Michigrui wide 
reooivers Kendrick Mosley and 
Greg JenningB surpassed the oon-
tury plateau. Mosley caught 12 
balls for 160 yards, while 
Jennings added seven grabs for 
164 yards and a 70-yard score to 
start the game. 
The Huskies' Dan Orlovsky 
threw for 343 yards and two 
touchdowns. Cornell Brockington 
accounted for 186yards on 29 car-
ries. 
C. Michigan 38, E. Michigan 10 
;Eastern 'Michigrui (1-8, 0-5 
MAC) scored the game's first 10 
points, but Central Michigan (3-6, 
1-5 MAC) . responded with 38 
unanswered Points. 
Jerry Seymour rushed 36 
times for 207 yards and scored on 
1 runs of 14, 15, and 16 yards to lead 
central Michiglm to a 38-10 rout. 
Derrick Vickers completed 18 of 
24 passes for 185 yards, including 
touchdown passes of 12 and 29 
yard$. 
Eastern Michiglm's Anthony 
SheITell rushed for 126 yards, 
highlighted by a 1-yard touch-
down run that eapped a nine-play, 
S(}yard drive to start the game. 
- COMPl~ED BY FRITZ LORISTON 
Volleyball topped Mercer in four. 
FROM All 
"There is no one ingredient," 
· . Colado said. '.'That's what makes 
this team tick: that on 1µ1y given 
night anyone can lead us to victo-
ry." 
UCF (18-5, 8-0A-Sun) followed 
up that performance the next day 
taking down Me.rrer (10-16, 5-3 A-
Sun) in four games (30-19, 30-19, 
25-30, 31-29). 
. The Knights were paced by 
middl~ bl@Ck.er Amanda 
Stoutjesdyk who powered down 
17 kills and four blocks ,in the 
frontcourt. 
"I really like to be the go-to per-
son," Stoutjesdyk said. "It really 
feels good, and.I reached my gual 
of a0.325 percentage." 
''.Amanda has that capability to 
lead this team stat-wise," Colado 
said. "She is a great physical 
presence." · 
Both Jarvis. and Frank con-
tributed double-doubles. Fbr the 
second straight match Jarvis set a 
personal best, this time digging 
out 20 balls to match her 15 kills. 
Frank supplied 52 of the team's 57 
assists in addition to 13 digs. 
"We match them in blocks, and 
that is something that I am not 
really happy with," Colado said.,· 
"Mercer doesn't have their six 
footers playing, so wasn't too good 
for us." 
Scouting Miami 
For the second straight 
Tuesday the UCF volleyball team 







Swamp Bowl results 
Light Em Up finished an 
impressive 3-1 at the 2003 
University of Florida Swamp 
Bowl Flag Fbotball 'Iburnament . 
Light Em Up defeated three 
teams. from UF before falling in a 
2&20 thriller to The Crew from 
\18.ldosta state University. 
Congratulations also go . to 
UCF oMcials Jason Human, 
Camille Jackson and Michael 
Bom8.'l't; 'Who each 'wol'ked one Qf 
Knights will step out of conferenoo 
to take on in-state rival Miami (19-
6, 7-1 Big East). 
"Miami is just another oppo-
nent like FSU and USF," Colrido 
said. "We're 2-1 this season 
against non-conference in-stater 
bpponents, and are looking to be 
3-1." . 
·The Hurricanes have been 
red-hot, winning 11 of their last 13 
matches, and are 10-2 at the 
Knight Sports Complex this sea-
son. 
''We're really excited for this 
match," stoutjesdyk said. ''We 
were really up for Georgia State 
sinoo they are a conferenoo rival, 
but this has a personal meaning to 
us." 
The personal meaning lies . in 
putside hitter Leyre Santaella 
· Sante, who played three seasons 
at UCF before transferring down 
.to Coral Gables last spring. 
As a Knight, Santaella Sante 
was named A-Sun player of the 
year twioo, and ranks fourth all-
time at UCF with 1497 kills, and 
eighth all-time in digs with 860. 
Santaell:;i. Sante paces the 
Hurricanes this season, slapping 
down 341 kills, and is tied for sixth 
in the Big East with 3.89 kills per 
grune. . 
UM has a high-octane offense 
with two players in the top ten of 
hitting pe.rrentage in the confer-
enoo, and have multiple setters as 
three players are over 150 assists 
on the se;:ison. 
Libero Jamie Glass anchors 
the backcourt ave:ragi.pg 3.66 digs 
Jackson and Boman will now go 
on to officiate at the National Flag 
Football Tournament in New 
Orleans, La 
All-Star games 
Who will be chosen to play in 
the most prestigious.flag football 
game of the year? Only tiine will 
tell. If you have played well 
enough during the regular sea-
son and shown that you can 
make the big plays when it 
counts then maybe you will be 
chosen as an All-Star. Selection 
will.be.finalized by Nov. 4 a.I}.d the 
All-Star meeting will be held on 
Nov. 6. Make sure you impress 
the intramural supervisors! 
~ up for soccer~ volleyball, 
basketball bonanza 
Registration is now available 
for socrer and volleyball leagues, 
an~tb.e Basketball BQIUIJl?A indi-
vidjal event. Soooer is a seven-
per game. That feat is 1 good 
enough for fourth in ;the Big East. 
The match will' be live on 
WNSC Channel 21, and on the 
Web at http1/wnsc.ucf.edu. 
Around the Atlantic Sun 
Atlantic Sun volleyball had its 
own rendition of a survival week-
end as four of the top five ·pro-
grams in the conferenoo went into 
action bn the volleyball court. 
UCF (18-5, 8-0 A-Sun) is the 
only unbeaten school at the top of 
the standingB, followed by Georgia 
State . (25-6, 8-1 A-Sun) and 
Jacksonville University (14-11, 7-1 
A-Sun). The Knights travel to JU 
this ,Friday night. 
JU swept Stetson (30-25, 30-24, 
30-25) on Saturday afternoon. 
Middle blocker Danielle Neville 
registered a match-high 12 kills 
. and knocked away four shots on 
the frontline. 
After dropping a five game 
heartbreaker to UCF on Fri.day 
night1 Georgia State traveled 
down I-95 and knocked off Florida 
Atlantic (11-13, 5-3 1A-Sun) on 
Senior Day (30-19, 22-30, 30-26, 
32-30) ll Boca RatOIL 
Fbr GSU, outside hitter Molly 
Sapp smashed 18 kills on a 0.53.3 
hitting percentage, while twin sis-
ter and middle blocker Amanda 
Sapp tallied a double-double, pop-
ping 16 ~with 11 digs. 
FAU is still one win away from 
qualifying for the conferenoo tour-
nament. The Owls will travel to 
Edmunds Center on Thursday 
night to take on stetson ( 4-17, 2-6). 
Monday through Saturday; 
women's, men's rec _and men's 
comp leagues are available. 
Volleyball is a six-on-six indoor 
. league ~layed on Monday, 
Tuesday and Thursday nights; 
. women's, co-ed, open comp and 
men's rec leagues are available. 
Basketball Bonanza is a one-
night . skills tournament on 
Thursday. Events include free 
throws, 3-point shooting, spot 
shot, and hero shot. Men's and 
women's divisions are available. 
IM Sports Corner 
presented by 
...... 
RISTORANTE & PIZZERIA 
407-2824000 ·Across from ua 
E11am4aul ( 2am SUG-Wed) 
DELIVERY! 
Haynes scored 22nd career 
FROM All 
43-yard field goal. The kick tied 
his longest of the seasoIL 
UCF's defense came out with 
the same vigor it displayed, for 
most of the ·first half, shutting 
down the Mountaineers 8gain on 
. their opening drive.' However, a 
Schneider interooption gave the 
ball back to WVB, except this 
time in much better position. The 
Mountaineers needed just four 
plays to put the ball in the end 
zone and extend their lead to 19-
3. 
The Knights looked like they 
were hanging in as they scored 
two possessions later, when run-
ning back Alex Haynes carried 
the ball on three straight plays for 
37 yards, scoring on a 10-yard 
·blast. The Knights converted a 2-
point play and put themselves 
within a touchdown's distance of 
tying the game. 
Yet just when it seemed the 
momentlllll had swung in UCF's 
direction, WVU's special teams 
stepped in. Jerry White found his 
way past the DCF line to . block 
Prater's punt attempt. Joe Hunter 
fell on the ball in the end zone and 
gave WVU a 26-11 lead. · 
"They run a crazy punt and it 
really kind of keeps you on your 
. toes when they spread out four 
people," White said 
The Mountaineers nailed the 
coffin shut when backup quarter-
back Charles ~ale, who repl;:µled 
Marshall after Marshall suffered a 
concussion, hit wide receiVer 
, Chris Henry for a 79-yard touch-
down bomb early in the fourth 
quarter. 
UCF scored again when 
Schneider hit sophomore 
Brandon Marshall for a 27-yard 
touchdown strike, but it simply 
wasn't enough .. 
WVU's run game toasted the 
Knights, as the Mountaineer s 
totaled 305 yards on the ground 
Wilson led the way with 135 
yards, 116 of which came in the 
first half. Kay.:.J ay Harris followed 
WID¥>n as always, carrying the 
ball '10 times for 64 yards. Despite 
the h igh-yardage combination, 
though, neither back found the 
end zone. 
On the other side of the ball, 
WVU's defense silenced UCF's 
ground game. Haynes ended the 
game with 65 yards. However, his 
redshirt freshman counterpart 
Dontavius . Wilcox, gained only 
two yards on two carries. 
"It's tough to run against this . 
defense," Kruczek said. "Their 
three guys up front are strong 
and, with those linebackers run-
ning around, they do a great job of 
filling holes." 
Despite throwing for 253 yards 
and only one interception, 
Schneider's perforinanoo wasn't 
enough to ignite a tiring UCF 
offense. Junior receiver Tavaris 
Capers was h.eld ill check the 
entire game, catching five passes 
for only 17 yards. Brandon 
Marshall was Schneider's · most 
sucoossful target, as he finished 
the game with 63 yards reooiving 
and a touchdown. 
''We talked about ·having to 
play the perfect game to Win. ~ 
didn't do that. Not even close," 
Kruczek said. ''We didn't pitch' 
and catch. And when we did, we 
dropped it. When we didn't drop 
it, we held" 
Added Schneider, 'We had 
momentum. The crowd was out of 
it. We were starting to move the 
ball some. But this is football; 
Momentlllll swings. They got it 
back on two plays; and we could-
. n't gBt it back " 
WVU, coming off of a hugB 
upset victory over Vrrginia Tuch, 
was ohce again unable to find·suo-
cess in their passing game. While 
Hale's touchdown pass was the 
longest play of the game, he COQl-
bined with stkter Rasheed 
Marshall for just 161 total passing 
yards. 
The Knights did manage to 
double their interooption total on 
the season, when Peter Sands 
pulled in the second ·ucF int er-
ception of 2003, and the sec-
ondary's first. 
"I didn't think we played very 
well or with the same intensity as 
our last game," Rodriguez said. 
"It's good to gBt a win even though 
we didn't execute." · 
The Knights travel next 
Saturday to Ypsilanti, Mich., to 
return to Mid-American 
Conference play as they face off 
against Eastern Michigan. 
'ASHLEY-BURNS I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Both the Knights' and the Mountaineers' offensive lines did great jobs P"?tecting their 9uarterbacks, as neither defense recorded a sack. 
••• 
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Axes dropping as 
budget woes mount 
I n another sign of the finan-cial crisis overwhelming 
UCF, student jobs are 
being put on the chopping 
block as academic depart-
ments struggle to save enough 
money to make it through the _ 
fiscal year. 
UCF took Qn 4,000 full-time 
students this year who aren't 
' getting funding from the state, 
which means the university is 
taking care of the cost of edu-
cating them. As a result, budg-
ets for all colleges have suf-
fered - and to save money, 
people are losing their jobs. 
Rumors have circulated 
throughout the semester that 
the lack of funds this year 
could force some summer 
classes to be cancelled, and 
those rumors appear to be 
coming true. 
Now it seems likely the 
Writing Center will close or at 
least have its hours cut severe-
ly this spring and summer. 
Students who need help writ-
ing reports, term papers and 
ordinary homework assign-
ments will be without the aid of 
this service. Equally harmed by 
the cuts are the center's work-
ers, who will lose the educa-
tional value of reading. and 
working with writing from 
their peers . . 
It's one more casualty of the 
conflict between the state 
budget and, the µniversity sys- · 
tern budget. UCF is not alone 
in this crisis - every sfate uni-
versity is suffering similarly. 
Those universities got a 
late .start trying to save them-
. selves this past spring, when 
the Florida Legislature was 
working to pass a budget that 
cut over $100 million from the 
amount requested by the uni- . 
versities. This year the univer-
sities started early with lobby-
ing legislators, hoping to 
improve the budget situation 
before the legislative session 
begins. 
Right now UCF is dealing 
with a budget shortfall that's 
going to linger through the 
mid-point of the summer 
semester, when the budget 
year ends. As UCF moves 
toward that point, its available 
funds will shrink, and could 
run out altogether. 
Every department on cam-
pus is aware of this, and 
they're all frantically working 
to cut their budgets to make it 
through the next eight months 
without going broke. 
President John Hitt's on a 
mission that's admirable but 
dangerous. He's trying to edu-
cate as many students as he 
can, but he might put the uni-
versity in/debt to accommo-
date theni. 
When Florida's university 
presidents met Aug. 15, they 
decided not to cap enrollment' 
for the 2004-2005 school year. 
They had spent months con-
sidering such a cap, which 
was predicted to deny admis-
sion to more than 10,000 stu-
dents. · 
.OURSTANCE 
Given that universities still 
plan to enroll all who qualify, 
the gap in state funding needs 
to close or else there will be 
eatastrophfo cuts in programs 
at universities statewide. 
Already at UCF, classes are 
getting bigger, hiring freezes 
are being implemented and the 
, . quality of education is· starting 
to suffer. If the state's univer-
sities don't get the money they 
need for the next budget year, 
things will get woi:se. 
The weight of this crisis 
isn't borne by the universities 
alone - the state government 
is under a lot of pressure. to 
respond. Essentially the uni-
versity presidents are drawing 
a line in the sand, and it's up 
to lawmakers to decide if it's a 
bluff. 
Since the schools wen't 
goiI}g to cap tuition, the 
Legislature absolutely must 
take this problem seriously. 
But so should students. 
Any student at UCF who 
has a prayer of graduating in 
four years needs-to involve 
himself or herself in this fight. 
Students will see the very real, 
tangible way the state budget 
affects them this summJr, 
when they can't find the class-
es they need to graduate. 
Students should call and 
write their legislators and let 
them know they want to grad-
uate on time, and demand 
decent class sizes and the 
services a school needs, like a 
Writing Center. 
• . U.S. ~ecrecy 1~n11Tors 
Iraq's pre-war· acts 
L ast Friday, the U.S. gov-ernment became more 
like Saddam Hussein's 
regime than it would want 
anyone to know. 
That was the deadline for 
turning in pre-war intelligence 
information about Iraq's sup-
posed weapons of mass 
destruction. The dep€'-rtments 
involved were still significantly 
behind on handing over the 
information as the deadline 
passed. The information was 
requested. by a Senate commit-
tee investigating the govern-
ment for its gathering and 
handling of that information. 
The corrimittee is specifical-
ly investigating whether the 
government was lying about 
weapons of mass destruction 
in Iraq. They've got good rea-
son to do so. More than seven · 
months after we b.egan the 
"Shock and Awe" campaign, 
we still haven't found any 
weapons of mass destruction. 
' Operation Iraqi Freedom. 
began after long-standing ten-
sion between the United 
States, United Nations and 
Iraq over Iraq's refusal to 
allow weapons inspectors into 
the country. Iraq's leaders 
19oked like they had something 
to hide, and so we treated 
them with suspicion. 
· .Following President George 
W Bush's ultimatum that 
Saddam 'Hussein leave Iraq or 
die, we waited, received no 
favorable response, and so we 
opened fire. Wouldn't it be 
funny if it turned out they 
weren't hiding anything to 
begm with? · 
Like a pair of senators said 
to Defense Secretary Donald 
Rumsfeld and Secretary of 
.State Colin Powell, the credi-
bility of the U.S. government is 
at stake here. It's of utmost 
importance that the Bush 
administration be forthcoming 
with what it knows. 
Though the State 
Department, White House, CIA 
and Pentagon insist they're 
gathering the requested infor-
mation, .their failure to meet 
the Senate committee's dead-
line reveals them to be just as 
devious and secretive as the 
pre-war Iraqi government. 
What the U.S. government 
found, or did not find, likely 
will be buried forever. Due to 
the nature of this information 
and its ability to destroy both 
a presidency and the reputa-
tion of the United States if it's 
indeed proven that there were 
no weapons of mass destruc-
tion, the conflict of interest 
involved in having the govern-
ment investigate itself likely 
would result in that conclusion 
being hidden as well. 
Were America to allow out-
side countries and possibly the 
U.N. to investigate our han-
dling of that information, we 
· might get a .clearer picture of 
what really happened leading 
up to Operation Iraqi 
Freedoni. Strangely, despite 
our willingness to impose our 
will upon the government and 
people of Iraq, an outside 
investigation wasn't even con-
sidered here. 
That leaves us with a paral-
lel to the information scare-up · 
that led to the war in Iraq. The 
final deadline that Hussein 
missed resulted in a war that 
destroyed a government and 
left a country in shambles. 
What will the United States do 
to itself if it can't tell its citi-
zens about its own secrets 
before the deadline? If history 
is any indicator, the answer is 
nothing. 
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READER VIEWS 
Board erred toward innocence 
When making a decision in regards to Joe 
MacLellan remaining on the Homecoming 
court, the Homecoming Executive Board did 
not favor MacLellan based upon his member- · 
ship in the Student Government Association, 
as stated in a recent letter ("MacLellan · 
should've lost shot at king," Oct. 27]. 
When looking at the situation, we believed 
that removing MacLellan from the court was 
not right at that point. MacLellan has the 
option of defending himself in the court sys-
tem. Many times in our society after being par-
/ tially informed by the media, we have jumpe~ 
the gun to say one is guilty before the accused 
even steps into the courts. 
At the time that the Homecoming Executive 
Board made the decision, MacLellan had only 
been given a notice to appear, not convicted. 
With the few facts that we had from the police 
report, we felt that it would be too early to 
remove him fr<;>m the court for his actions. 
If MacLellan had won the title of ' 
Homeco:lning king, and later been convicted, 
the Homecoming Executive Board would have 
met again for another vote regarding his 
actions as a court member. Removal prio to a 
decision would have only hindered MacLellan 
from a possible leadership position if found 
· innocent. 
. - JAMES FISHER 
' DIRECTOR OF HOMECOMING 
Hitt and rights for' gays 
What makes the UCF student group Gay, 
Lesbian and Bisexual Student Union deserve 
special rights just because they have a certain 
sexual orientation ["Policy in Hitt's hands," 
Od~? ' 
Are they insane enough to believe that just 
because they prefer to have ::;ex a certain way, 
they are entitled to be "more equal" thanl 
everyone else? 
Are they concerned about hate crimes? 
Aren't all crimes done out of hate? What 
makes violence against a gay person worse 
than violertce against someone who isn't gay? 
It's still violence and it should be punished the 
. same. 
Violence aicunst gays shouldn't be punished 
more than violence against someone who isn't 
gay. I hope Hitt reiterates his statement from 
last year, that everyone deserves respect and 
fair treatment on this campus. 
- CHRISTOPHER BELLE 
Gav protection would be too much 
Student members of the Gorgers, Lazy and 
Big Students Union say we want efforts by the 
Faculty Senate to add a protection clause to 
UCF's anti-discrimination policy to protect us. 
The resolution, which ~hould be passed·by 
the Senate soon, should also be under consid-
eration by President John Hitt and Provost 
Terry Hickey. 
The Senate's recommendation is only a sug~ 
gestion - it has no official weight (no pun 
intended). 
While considering the measure, Hitt should 
understand that with more than 40,000 stu-
dents at UCF, measures should be taken before 
something happens like one of our members 
getting told "no" in the· Student Union simply 
for asking for extra meatballs on a meatball 
sub. We can't have this and it's up to Hitt to 
protect us! · 
Have you ever seen Hitt going out and walk-
ing around or chilling with above-average-
weight people? He seems to have blinders on, 
or he's naive or he's trying to be oblivious to a 
real problem. 
There's a lot of underlying things going on. 
He may not know it but it's very discriminato-
ry. It may not mean much to administrators to 
p.ass the resolution, but to us it means every-
thing. 
Just realize you may be one of us one day 
and you'll thank us for our lobbying efforts! 
. While we're at it, I think we should change the 
name from UCF to PCU, Politically Correct 
University. 
- MICHAEL REDD . 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION,'98 
Media misses big issues 
The. recent report of yet another attack on 
U.S. troops illustrates the need for a different 
vision for our natiori. This war was started 
under fictitious grounds (weapons of mass 
destruction) when the evidence (Halliburton 
gets military logistical support contracts worth 
millions) shows there is more than meets the 
eye. 
Most educated Americans realize the war 
was nothing but a way to enrich Bush's col-
leagues (Dick Cheney owns stock in 
Halliburton) and to obtain oil from the world's 
second-largest deposits in Iraq. 
All the while, we were sold this lie that Iraq 
was a threat to our security. Meanwhile, Saudi 
Arabia, home of the.world's largest deposits of 
oil, created the bulk of the terrorists who par-
ticipated in the attacks of Sept. 11. It's also the 
homeland of Osama bin Laden, the "master-
mind of the attacks." 
The American media has avoided the busi-
ness connections of Bush and the Saudi royal 
family ("Enormous wealth spilled·into 
American coffers," Wa.shington Post, Feb. 11, 
2002) . 
The media largely has ignored that Bush 
allowed a private Saudi jet to leave the United 
States, stopping in four different cities to pick 
up the Bin Laden family members and jet them 
out of our country, without being questioned 
("Fearing harm, bin Laden kin fled from U.S.," 
New York Times, Sept. 30, 2001). 
That is why I !lID so surprised that the 
Future has failed to mention Democrat Dennis 
Kucinich. Kucinich is the only tried and proven 
anti-war candidate who has voted against Iraq 
anq Kosovo while serving. In contrast, more 
popular candidate Howard Dean has no 
record, and candidate John Kerry voted for the 
Iraq invasion. · 
- ANTHONY LORENZO 
ANONYMOUS_AGITATOR@YAHOO.COM 
Students don't have to show ID 
Too many UCF students are being arrested 
for underage drillking that don't have to be. 
When a cop identifies himself as a cop and 
demands identification, students don't legally 
have to comply- the student,should ask for his 
or her Miranda warnings. Since the focus then 
would be a criminal investigation, the student is 
under no constitutional obligation to cooperate 
with the cop. 'The student can refuse to give 
identification which might prove the crime -
say the age on a driver's license or student ID. 
The student should then stick out his or her 
hands and say "cuff me copper, so I can charge 
you in the federal court with false arrest, false 
imprisonment and malicious abuse of official 
authority." If taken into custody the student 
should not give the jailer his or her name, 
address, age or telephone number. 
There is no such crime as "suspicion." In 
absence of proof of age the cops will have to 
release the student. The student can then sue 
for violating civil rights laws. 
-H.F. HUHN 
God and government can coexist 
Catholics discovered America, but mostly 
Protestants put the Declaration of 
Independence and Constitution together. 
To keep America from becoming a Catholic 
country like Portugal or Spain, the founders 
wanted a strong separation of church and 
state. They did not want a Godless society, but 
they didn't want a monsignor for mayor or a 
catholic bishop as president. 
Neither Protestant nor Catholic wanted a 
state or national religion - they wanted fre€:r 
dom of religion, but not freedom from religion. 
- DAVIDE. lAUBER 
The Future encourages comments from readers. Letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words and must indude 
full "'lie and phone number. We may edit for length, grammar, style and libf4.Send letteis to edltor@llCFnews.com, 
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999 Lost & Found (407) 447-4555 • dassifieds@UCFnews~com Charges listed above include an ad of up to five lines, 35 chru·acters per line. $Vwk for each additional line. 
Bartenders wanted. 
$300 a day potential. Looking for 
exciting and outgoing people. 
Training provided. No exp. needed. 
Call 1-800-965-6520 ext 107. 
Pff assistant needed for real estate 
executive. Must be organized, have 
comp. exp. w/ fylicrosoft Publisher, and 
flex. hrs avail. Fax resume to 
407 -207 -4395. 
Get Paid for Your Opinions! 
Earn $15 - $125 and more per survey! 
www.paidonlineopinions.com. 
Build your body and you bank account. 
Local franchise, Two Men and a Truck Is 
looking for both FT and PT team members 
to move residential and commercial 
customers. Must be neat in appearance, 
have clean driving record, strong work 
ethic, and excellent customer service 
skills. We offer excellent wages + tips, and 
bonuses. lift the phone and call us today! 
407-816-0915. We are located west of the 
airport at 2901 McCoy Rd, between 
Conway and Orange Ave. 
Need Pre-K & Assist. 
Teacher with experience, 
UCF area. 407-340-4221. 
This Is Your Opponunitv! 
Become Your own Boss! 
• No Inventory • No Employees 
• No Deliveries • Part-time I Full-time 
• Great Income Potential • No Experience Necessary ' 
Fastest Growing companv in The Fastest 
Sound too good? Call and gef the facts today! 
24 hour recorded information hotline. 
J .;888-366-8323 
Www.Excellifestyles.Com 
For an immediate response call Rob at: 407-970-7404 
Are you interested in an excitinq career? 
••••••••• 
Are you a current college 
Freshman or Sophomore? 
••••••••• 
Do you know what you want 




Qualified Freshmen/Sophomore students enrolled in 
Air Force ROTC can apply for available scholarships. 
Incentives 
include: 
• Up to $15,000 tuition per year. 
• $S1 O in textbooks reimbursement 
•Monthly stipend ($250-$400) 
. ' 
•Special scholarship programs.exist for Engineers and Nurses 
• One year scholarships for qualified Seniors 
and Graduate Students 
For more information, call us at 
407-823-1247 (UCF-1AIR) 
or visit us at our web site: 
http://airtorce.ucf.edu 
·oo you like ••• 
• A work location near UCF? 
• A casual work environment? 
• Flexible hours? 
•1Great pay? · 
Then Trader. Publishing 
isforyoul 
Now hiring agents to set 
photographer appointments 
Earning Potential up to $20/hr. + 
Call (407) 896-0124 ext. 2961 
or apply at 615A Herndon Ave., Orlando, FL 32803.· 
Egg Donors Needed $3,000 
Minimum comp. for healthy N/S females 
19-32, info is confedential. 
Email: info @ openarmsconsultants.com. 
website: www.openarmsconsultants.com 
941-377 -3978 
Cruise Line Now Hiring for UCF 
area office Cruise /Reservation Sales 
Position. Self starter, driven and 
aggressive. Earn $$$ commission. 
FT/PT web graphic designer. Email 
travelresume@mail.com or 
Fax 321- 784· 5658. 
Office help needed to recontact existing 
clients & sched. appts. as well as 
telemarketing to reach riew customers 
for insurance agency in Winter Springs. 
Strong telephone skills & objection 
handling are a plus. Base pay is 
$7.50/hr. Use your marketing skills to 
reach additional bonus levels. Hm are M-
Thr 3-8PM. Fax resume to 
407-327-1124. 
Movie Extras/Models Needed 
For local casting calls. 
No exp. or age req. 
. Earn up to $200 a day. 
1 ·88:1-820-0167. 
Valet Parking - Positions starting at 
$9 - $12/hr are available for friendly, 
outgoing, motivated people. FT/PT 
AM/PM positions available at upscale 
hotels in the Downtown Orlando and 
Disney areas. Call 407-841-7275 
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm or leave voicemail. 
$ Make up to $2,500 weekly $ 
Now hiring home workers. Many honest 
companies need you now. For 
information send $4 and a self-
addressed stamped envelope to: Longo 
Financial 
204 Center Church Rd. 
McMurray, PA 15317 
BEAUTY PAGEANT 
Need girls 16-25 to part. No hgt, wgt, or 
performing talent. All contestants receive 
hair, make-up and modeling instr. 
Numerous prizes will be awarded. 
Marylou- 407-275-0513. 
Make money at home on the Internet. 
You set your own hours! Call Randy at 
407-282-5299. 
I 
Outback Steakhouse on Redbug and 
Tuskawilla Rd. Now Hiring for servers, 
host, bus boys and cooks. Servers must 
have 2 yrs. exp. Must be willing to work . 
holidays. Apply within M-Th 1-3 p.m.or 
Call for appt. 407-699-0900. 
HIP HOP DANCERS & 
CHEERLEADING INSTRUCTORS 
WANTED! 4 yrs exp req. Must be 
dedicated, dependable, & have flexible 
scfledule. Email resume: 
Director@FloridaCheerleading.com. 
$250 a day potential 
Bartending Training Provided. 
1-800-293-3985 ext. 602 
No Avon Lady where you live or 
work? Great opportunity for you! 
Call Joy at 407-654-9756 or go to 
www.avonbeautyadvisor.com. 
LIKE TO DRINK BEER 
and make money? 
Visit www.BeerShot.com/affiliates. 
Imagine getting paid every time the 
phone rings or somebody logs onto the 
internet. We're looking for motivated 
people to launch our service. 
407-366-2309 or 877-828-0146. 
Small Baptist church looking for PT help 
in our nursery, Sun. mornings and Wed. 
evenings. Need experience with infants 
to preschool. Located 15 min. from UCF. 
Call Paula at 407-366-2516. $10.00/hr. 
Phone Sales. 
M - F 5:30 -10:30 p.m. (25 hrs.) Easily 
make $6-11/hr plus bonuses. Very , 
·relaxed environment Call for interview or / 
leave msg. 407-677-4560. 
Typesetter & Graphic Designer 
Minuteman Press is looking for a part 
time typesetter and graphic designer with 
experience in the following PC 
Programs: PageMaker, CorelDraw, 
Publisher, Photoshop. Those interested 
need to be creative and to be able1o 
work in a fast pace environment with 
good communicational skills to handle 
some customer service and copying 
needs. Mon-Fri.approximately 4 hrs. a 
day. Please call 40?-826-0805 for an 
appoi(ltment or Fax resume to 
407 -856-0925. 
Nanny for a 4 yr old boy. M-Th 1-6:00pm. 
F 8-6:00 pm. Must have own vehicle, 
good driving record, & references. 
Students welcome. Fax resume to 
407-359-2842. 
10-15 hrs. per.week position to 
assemble, test, and package the 
orbiTouch Keyless Keyboard, a unique 
and new product. Flexible hrs. Relaxed 
atmosphere. Winter Park/Maitland area. 
$6.25/hr. Call 407-622-774 
or email elaine@keybowl.com. 
PT Cleaning/Supervision, Eves. 
Cleaners Pay $6.50-7.50/ hour. 
Supervisors $8.00-10.00/hpur. Looks 
good on resume, Flex hours. Must be 
neat, honest, reliable. 407-481-0180. 
MOTHER'S HELPER WANTED. 
I need extra hands! 15 minutes from 
UCF. $f0 per hour. Flexible hours and 
days: 407-695-6957. 
Tutor I Student Teacher Needed 
Help 7 YR. old w/ reading and some 
math twice a week. Nice clean home. 
UCF I Oviedo area. i:=duc. major a plus. 
1 Call Linda 407-971-9677. 
Need extra ::ash? 
$500 - $1500 PIT. 
Free information. 
www.everything2gain.com 
Mommy's Helper/ Housecleaner Needed 
Mostly cleaning. Must be detail oriented, 
honest and dependable. Flex. morning 
hours. Will pay $8-9/hr. Waterford East 
area. Call 407-249-1086. 
Administrative front desk assistant 
needed in LBV apartment complex . 
Good benefits & 401 K. Must be n/s, 
bright, good· w/ people. Educ. a plus. Fax 
resume w/ pay request to 407-658-6103. 
Ice Sculpting by Computer Design 
for opportunities with south Orlando 
company as a production assistant, 
•fax resume to HR Dept, 
407 816-7150 
I Great opportunity with a local moving 
company looking for customer service 
representative. Wages commensurate , 
with experience. Fax resume ASAP to 
407-852-1133 or call 407-852-1777. 
HOMES FOR RENT 
. UCF area, 3 & 4 bedroom homes for 
rent. $895 to $1295. Call 
407-629-6330 or www.ORLrent.com 
to view our rentals. RE/MAX 200 
Realty. 
1 room avail. in 3/2 house behind 
UCF. 10 min from UCF. M/F. 
$475/mth. All util. incl. plus cable 
modem. Call Lee 772-528-6347. 
Waterford Lakes • **NEW** townhouse, 
GREAT location, 312.5 w/ loft, garage, 
security system, and gated community 
w/ pool. 1872 sq. ft. $1185/mo. 
770-329-2584. 
2bd/2ba Condos within walking distance 
to UCF. 1st an'c! 2nd floor avail. 
Basketball, volleyball , tennis and pool. 
Quiet complex starting at $775/mo. 
Call or email Cindy at L.A. Real Estate. 
407-679-2600 or 
clndyhinkley@earthlink.net. 
Waterford Lakes- Brand New Super Nice 
4bd/2-1/2 ba, 2-story, 2 car gar, lg bds, · 
all appliances. Many upgrades, ceiling 
fans,& conservation lot. 
$1490. Awesome!!! 407-833-0063. 
WANTED: 
Students To Take 
Online. Surveys For Money 
Get Paid for Your Opinion 
Work from Home I Be Your Own Boss 
Get Paid to Take Online Surveys $10 to $125 
Get Paid To Participate in Focus Groups $25 to $250 
All You Need is a Computer l an Internet COnnection 
For More Info, Please Visit 
www. Su rveysForStudents. com 
Room for rent ln 2bd/2ba apt. at Pegasus 
Landing, fully furnished, all util. incl., 
ethernet, cable, 3 HBOs, W/D, etc. Call 
407-362-2918. Avail. ASAP. 
Spacious fully furn. 1 BR in Oviedo, 
Queen w/ desk, book shelves, 
dresser, walk-in closet. LR/kitchenette w/ 
refrig, toaster oven, electric coffee pot, 
MW, dining area, couch, recliner, & 
2nd walk-in closet. Large bath with linen 
closet. New carpet & hardwood. Rent 
incl. water, trash, & electric. Prefer NS, 
no pets, no children. $650/month + sec. 
dep." & 6 mo. min. lease. Call Linda 
407-366-2650. 
Min. From UCF!!! Ends 05/04 
M/F for 4/2 at Pegasus Pointe. Fully furn. 
Everything incl.!!! 3rd floor/high ceilings. 
Free Shuttle. Avail. ASAP. $415/mo. · 
Call 321-508-3520 or 321 -453-4920. 
2bd/2ba Remodeled Apartment for Rent. 
Avail. by room or whole apt. 1 min. from 
UCF on Foxhunt Ln. $750/mo + util. 
W/D, Lg bedrooms, very neat and clean. 
Call 407-382-7115 or 321-299-2540. 
1/1 apt 5 mins from UCF. Move in 
Dec/Jan. No deposit. Pets allowed. W/D . 
Walk in closet. Lots of space. Rent incls. 
water and cable w/ HBO. 
Call 407-658-0836. 
Brand New 2 bd/2ba apartment 
In luxury, gated community - 1 mile 
from UCF. $970/mo. 1st month 





· 1 & 2 bedroom 
Floor Plans 
We Take Co-Signers! 
4/2 house. Close to UCF. Wooded 
area, large yard, hardwood floors, 
hot tub, W/D, lawn care, phone, 
digital cable, high.·speed wireless 
Internet & storage, $415/mo. 
Ca.II for info 321 ·230·0658. 
Room avail. for female in Northgate 
Lakes, across from UCF. Fully furnished 
4br/4ba, all 1.1til. and ethernet incl. 
$470/mo plus move-in fees. Avail. Now 
. to 8/04. Call Kristina @ 941-685-3457. 
3/2 house 5 min. from UCF. N/S. No 
pets. Furnished. Rent incls. util. phone, 
DSL, cable, W/D, alarm system and 
garage parking. Available immediately. 
Call 407-282-6250. 
Dean and University Area. 2 rooms for 
rent in. a 4/2 pool home w/ 2 car garage 
on corner lot. W/D. $325-350/mo. + 1/4 
util. Move in on 11 /1/03 and 1/1/04 
Call Stiannon at 407-382-0631. 
UCF Area: 
Home in a quiet neighborhood, 1 mile 
' from UCF. $425 includes utilities, 
W/D, DSL. 407-366-9391(H) 
407-823-0214(W) 407-400-0100(B) 
2 M/F wanted for furnished BDRM in new 
3 bdrm home on lake, gated comm, 6 
mins from UCF, $475/mo incl. util, n/s, 
no pets, sec sys, pool & tennis. Call 
407-482-3202 or 239-461°-5101. or 
239-633-9400. 
F Student Seeks F/M for 3/2 
newer house 10 min. from UCF. 
Close to Waterford, free roadrunner, 
$350/mo. + 1/3 util. 3 mo. lease or 
1 mo. free w/6 mo. lease. 
Caged pet o.k. Call 772-215-6871. 
Minutes from UCF. Madison Pk. 
subdivision off of McCulough. Great 
4/2.5 house. Lg. screen TV. Fam/Liv 
room. Eat in kitchen. W/D. Roadrunner. 
$425/mo. + util. Call 407-971-2428. 
Looking for M/F to live in a 3/2 house w/ 
a professional F. 5 miles from UCF. 
$400/mo. incl. everything. Internet incl. 
Large yard. W/D. 407-834-4000. 
Female roommate wanted to share cute 
furnished 4/2 house, Living room/den, 
kitchen, laundry room, security system. 
$295/mo. + utilities. 407-319-3751. 
Need 2 Female Roommates to share 
4B/2.5B home in Waterford Lakes. Prefer 
grad students or faculty. N/S. No pets. 
$395/mo. $100 deposit, half utilities. 
Open Lease, Call Alex 407-758-1068. 
1 clean roommate needed in furnished 
3/2 house one mi. from UCF. Bedroom 
unfurnished. No pets. $450/mo. util. incl., 
W/D, cable and DSL. Call 321-377-0808 
or 407-677-9051. 
M/F needed for a 1 b in a large 4b two-
story hOuse. Located behind UCF in the 
Ashington Park development. $450/mo & 
all util. Incl. w/ cable + satellite. 
Call Jason @ 4~382-8907. 
Nov. Rent Free! 
3rd female roommate needed immed. for 
nice 3/2 house near campus. No cats 
please. $315/mo. Call Brooke at 
407-482-5372. 
No Place Like Home 
3 great rooms avail. Jan., near UCF, 
pool, clubhouse, tennis courts, lake. 
$500/mo., yearly lease. 
Call Sherry I Todd @ 954-753-2247. 
Roommate Needed! 
University & 436 area. 
$300/month + 1/2 Utilities. 
Student preferred. 
321-277-9337. 
Female Roommate needed for 2/2 condo 
1 mi. from UCF. Fully furn. $500/mo. 
util. incl. Move-in any1ime. Call Sara at 
407-971-9354 or 239-281-1937. 
M roommate wanted for 2/2 at Dockside 
condos. $!'100/mo incl. everything: W/D, 
util, cable, internet, pool, tennis courts, 
Call Rich (cell) 727-542-7938 or email at 
rgreen@tampabay.rr.com. 
2 F N/S rooms in U.House for 
Spring/Summer 04', $451 w/priv. bath 
and $428. Incl. utll., cable, 3 HBO's, and 
ethernet. Move-in after fall classes. 
Amanda 407-381-5587 leave message. 
Jefferson Commons 4/4 apt. w/ resort 
style pool view. Must be F student. All 
amenities incl. Carport. $510/mo. incl. 
1 utll. Needed ASAP. 352-255-5375. 
' 1 b/1 b F needed for a 4b/4b apt in 
Northgate Lakes. Pool w/ tiki hut, gym, 
gameroom, volleyball court, movie 
theater w/ free DVD rentals. $405/mo. 
incl. util. & internet. 321-298-0956 
1 F for 2/2 at Pega~us Landing. 
Furn, $545/mo incl util, cable 3 HBOs, 
big TV, local phone & VM, hi-speed intnt, 
FS, W/D. $0 fees. DEC or earlier. 
Contact Emily 407-758-9997. 
F needed for a 1 /1 in a 4/2 at Northgate 
Lakes Apt. $399/mo.incl. all util. 
Furnished, W/D, internet, cable. Great 
Roommates! Avail. Dec. 15. 
Call Natalie at 904-699-2749.1 
1/1 in 3/3 apt. 
in Pegasus Landing. All util. incl. Free 
cable, HBO and ethernet. $475/mo. 
- M/F. No deposit, no fees. 
Dec. rent is paid! Call 407-362L2913. 
Apt. for rent @ Village of Alafaya Club. 
Pool, workout room, basketball ct, good 
parking, valet trash. Great people to live 
with. Only $470 includes all. Avail 
immediately. Call 407-312-2192. 
Roorl\ for Rent ·in 3/3 at Peg. Landing 
$475/mo. Avail. Dec.-Jul. 31s\. 
Everything Included!! Move-in as early as 
Dec. 11th, I will pay Dec. rent! No move-
in fee! Call Sarah 407-362-2461. 
M/F for a 1/1 in a 212 apt. at Pegasus 
Pointe. All util. incl. Internet. Cable. Furn. 
W/D. Alarm system. No move-in fees. 
$505/mo. nictta@hotmail.com. 
407 -926-4696. 
Bed - 'Full size mattress set, new, w/war-
ranty, $85. 407-275-0935. 
Dell 2400 Computer, 19' Flat Mon, 40GB 
HD, 2.2GHz, 128 Ram, Windows XP, 
56K modem, 48x cd rom, software pack, 
I YR Warranty BRAND NEW, IN BOX! 
On campus $700/BO Call Joe at 
407-748-1557, fauvel@mac.com 
Pentium 3, 700 Mhz and peripherals. 
$500. Call James at 407-677-6383. 
BEDROOM SET - 6 pieces, new in 
boxes, $450. 407-275-0612. 
Bed - Brand new double-sided plush 
queen pillow-top set, with warranty, can 
deliver, $250. 407-383-0585. 
Bedroom Set for Sale 
incl. a full size waterbed, a nightstand, a 
dresser w/ attached mirror, a desk w/ a 
hutch, and matching chair. $500 obo. 
Call 407-282-0262. . 
Buy, sell, trade. Anything and 
everything. Limited offer. Sell 
anything for free. Ads are placed for 
full month. Save yourself some 
money at XYzTrader.com. 
It's free, it's easy. 
Queen size bed w/ black wrought iron 
head/footboard incl. mattress, box spring 
& bedframe. $125 obo. 1 Chest of 
drawers for $10. 1 Chest of drawers 
· for $30. Call 407-249-2464. 
DINING ROOM SET - Comlete with 
table, chairs, lit hutch & buffet, brand 
new, $995. 407-275-0935. 
1990 Honda Prelude Si 2.0 White, 
5 speed. Only 1 owner. 102,000 miles. 
Pwr windows, CD, A/C. Honda serviced. 
$2,800 obo. Call 407-491-0068. 
1996 Nissan Maxima GXE 
$6,500, 87,000 mi. Enkei rims, Hi-Fi 
audio system, tints, spoiler, plus more. 
Call 407-625-0006. 
1990 Chevy Corsica LT V6 engine with 
65k orig. mi. Owned and driven by senior 
citizen, never in an accident, has clear 
title. Body in great shape, alnt In fair 
cond. Engine eecls a mechanic's touchll 
New exhaust sys., new waterpump, 
thermostat, complete brake Job, good. 
tires, wor.~ radio and Mater. 




II 00 NOT PAY DEALER RATES !I 
Attention all UCF Acura, Honda, Import 
and domestic ownersl Need tiuality auto 
repair/maintenance, etc? Don't delay, 
call THE AUTO GENERAL 
407-399-7514. ASE certified* and beats 
• most independent shop rates! 
1993 VW Passat. Excellent cohd., too 
much to list, new tires, cd player, new 
timing belt, etc. $3,850. 
• Cail 352-267-1179. 
• 
lll!I!J SERVICES 
Drowning In Debt? 
Local nonprofit agency cao help stop 
collection calls, lower interest rates, 
tt reduce monthly payments by up to 50%, 
consolidate debts into one payment. 
• FREE, CONFIDENTIAL, NON-




or·by telephone. Hablamos Espanol. 
407-599-0057 ext.203 
Tutoring Available 
Financial Accounting, Quant Tools, 
and many other classes available. 
$20 per session or a full term rate. 
Call Harel (407) 362-2726. 
Book 11 people, get 12th trip free. 
Visit the official website for spring 
break '04. The best deals to the 
hottest destinations. Group 
discounts for 6+. 
www.sprlngbreakdlscounts.com or 
800-838-8202. 
Stuck on a tough term paper? 
ThePaperExperts.com can help! Expert 
writers will help you with editing, writing, 
• graduate school applications. We'll help 
on any subject - visit us 2417 at 
ThePaperExperts.com 
NEED A LAWYER? 
._ CALL A-A-A Attorney Referral Service 
24/Hrs 7/Days for Criminal Defense, DUI, 
Personal Injury, Wrongful Death, 
Workers Comp., Divorce/Marital Law, 
Corporate, Immigration, 
Bankruptcy/Foreclosure, Wills/Probate, 
All Civil & Criminal Matters. 
1-8q0-733-5342. 
ACADEMIC TUTORING 
In Math, Chem, Statistics, SAT, FCAT, 
GRE, etc. In home services avail. Call 
Dr. Greer @ 407-366-2650 or e-mail 
. lbgtutor@ yahoo.com. 
$11 .95 A MONTH DENTAL f:_LAN 
rallena 17@aol.com or 407-997 -3853. 
la!:iJ SERVICES ~ 
CLASS ACTION LAWSUIT? 
Are you a disabled UCF student past 
or present? Has the university or 
Instructors failed to provide you with 
proper accommodations? Please 
contact UCFISWRONG@aol.com 
Discretion 100% assured. 
Daniel's Tutoring Service 
Tutors available in ail math classes of 
K-12 & college level. Incl. algebra, trig, 
stats, caic. all test prep & entrance 
exams. In home avail. 407-427-0067. 
Talk Is cheap. 
Actually, you get paid to talk. Up to 
$50. That's right, get a free cell 
phone, free accessories, 
free shipping and up to 
a $50 cash rebate. 
Get approved in "60 seconds." 
Visit www.offerplace.com/zlng134. 
5 SALES PEOPLE NEEDED to sell 
roses in nightclubs: 8 Secs., Cowboys, & 
Townpump Saloon. Commission & tips 
aver. $10-25/hr. Thurs; Fri & Sat, 10p.m. -
2 a.m. Must be outgoing, have a great 
smile, and energetic! Roses by Renee 
'407-681-3612 or 407-701 -7432. 
Huge blowout sale. 
50-75% off cleats and apparel. 
10% off non-closeout items w/ad. 
WWW.GOKAPPA.com, 407-239-7636 
Free Falun Gong Classes at UCF. 
Five gentle and easy to learn exercises. 
Relieve stress, improve health, and 
elevate mind. 8 a.m. every day on grass 
near reflecting pond. Call 407-415-8384 
or visit www.lalunorlando.org. 
· AA Meetings 
Tuesdays, 6:30 pm 
Campus Wellness Center 
Avail . for students, staff and faculty. 
Have any extra food or clothing laying 
around? Why not donate it? Email: 
ucfhighrollers @yahoo.com for locat io.ns 







WWW. BaileysBlowouf e·argains.com 
NEW MERCHANDIS T BARGAIN PRICES 
wViw.BaileysRetailOutlet .com 
ONE STOP FOR 200 SHOPS 
SPIRITUALITY 101 
Final Exam $25,000 
Open Book Contest on Papers 141 - 187 
of The Urantia Book. For details please 
visit www.eventodaward.com. 
SPRING BREAK 2004. Travel w/ STS, 
America's #1 Student Tour Operator 
Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas, 
FL. Hiring campus reps. Call for discount 
1-800-648-4849 or www.ststravel.com. 
Honeymoon Specialists - Local Travel 
Agency with 15 years experience In 
Honeymoon planning. Great deals 
. and ideas for every budget. 
Call 407-679-6655. 
Spring Break '04 with StudentCity.com 
and Maxim Magazine. Get hooked up 
with free trips,. cash, and VIP status as a 
campus rep. Choose from 15 of the 
hottest destinations. Book early for free 
meals, free drinks and 150% lowest price 
guarantee. To reserve oniine or view our 
photo gallery, visit www.studentcity.com 
or call 1-888-Spring Break. 
We'll beat amt Package Price! 
London .......... , .. $376 
.Paris ................. $433 
Brussels ......... .. $484 
Denver ............. $281 
Boston ............. $174 
Fare is round trip from Orlando. Subject to 
change and availability. Tax not included. 
Restrictions and blackouts apply. 
Episcopal Young Adult Ministry 
St. Matthews on Dean Rd. 
Young Adult Group Thurs. 7:30 p.m. 
Dave Moye 407-341-5356 or 
407-657-9199. 
New Covenant on Tuskawilla Rd. 
Sheryl S~aw 407-699-0202 
CITADEL OF LIFE CATHEDRAL 
Pastor: Bishop Larry & Toni Chester 
Located at: Holiday Inn Select - UCF 
Sunday Worship Service @11 a.m. 
Wednesday Bible St udy@ 7 p.m. 
www.bishoplc.com 
"IT'S NOT CHURCH AS USUAL" 
is college too stressful? 
Lose Weight Now! OR 
Gain energy and mental alertness! · 
Free samples! 407-365-1627. 
www.liveslimnow.com. 
Spring Break - sign up with Student 
Express and get FREE round trip airline 
tickets to over 15 internat ional 
destinations - including Aruba, 
Dominican Republic, Costa Rica, 
Caribbean hot spots and more. 
Why go with anyone else. Limited offer -
call now. Commission rep positions also 
available now! 1-800-787-3787 . 
www.studentexpress.com 
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d iscover a I 
!}.8./!.. you, 
See yourself in a whole new way with a free makeoverf 
f ind a look that expresses your style, your . 
personality, your life. Cal l me to create a fabulous look that's 
uniquely you. You'll love what you discover. 
. Jennifer Hassani 
Independent Beauty Consultant 
www .ma rylcoy .com/jhasso ni 
407.281.99 18 
WIN $1·o,ooo Cash in the Fall/Holiday sw eepstakes 
Visit rri>{ web site for detail~ - no purchase necessary 






7 Day's growth 
14 "Black Magic 
Woman" grbup 
16 Having a specific 
temperament 
17 Trained to box 




20 Practical joke 
22 Just washed 
23 Went on a 
spending spree 
26 De1ective Spade 
27 Dance lfke the 
gavotte 
29 Kick out 
33 Type of angel? 
36 Boat propeller 
37 Popular cookie 
38 Hautboy . 
39 Make cloth 
gathers 
41 .Old name of 
Thailand 
42 In addition 
43 Simple dwelling 
44 " Fideles· 
46 Adam's third 
47 Simplest of 
procedures 
49 Elect (to) 
51 Rod and Payne 
55 Toil 
58 Harper Valley 





65 Loss of memory 
66 Use again · 
67 Welcome place 
68 Hog home 
69 "And I Love 
DOWN 
1 Pack animals 
2 Drink like a cat 
3 Comb·stopper 
4 Obstruct 
5 Half of deux 
6 Wisconsin 
mascot 
i:> 2003 Tribune Media Servtccs, Inc. 
All tights tMerved. 
7 Hitch 
8 Light brown 
9 City on the 
Mohawk 
1 O Progressive 
group of 1912 
11 French cheese 
12 Singer Horne · 
13 Idyllic garden 
15 Mediator 
21 Most nimble 
24 ... v. Wade 
25 Rifle report 
26 Jag the edge of 
28 Sense organ 
30 "Mila 18" 
author 
31 Ticket datum 





40 Attila the 
45 Morning 
moiSlure 




AUTOMATICS & STANDARDS 




52 Get in touch . 
with 
53 Name 
54 Look scornfully 
55 Direct 
56 Rounds or clips 
57 U2 singer 
58 Bog fuel 
61 By way of 
63 Came into 
conformity with 
64 Frozen over 
Please see solutions in next issue - Thurs. 11 /6 
I -















UA igue studen~ opartq"tents 
CHECK OUT THE DETAILS! 
Individual Leases 
Cable with 8 HBOs, MTV &. ESPN 
Lagoon-Style Pool Plaza with Ja_cuzzi 
Washer/Pryer in Every Apartment 
Fully-Furnished Apartment Homes 
Fitness Center with Free-weights 
Covered Basketball Pavilion 
Internet Access · 
Dow Acceptj~' On-(ine Rental Pa1Jments I v1sA 11•,B•I 
Amenities, Rents and Incentives subject to change. 
www.jeffersonlofts.com 
l 
Call for more information 
321-75.4-2000 
